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Earlier this spring, higher education was all the buzz when 

reports coast to coast recounted high-profile parents 

“paying for play” so their kids could get into the elite 

college of their choice. It was news that drew the ire of 

many who cried foul over inequality of the rich buying 

access to selective institutions while many hard-working 

others — without the economic means — were getting 

flagged at the front gate.
It’s not a problem we have at NCC. As arguably the Commonwealth’s most affordable college and its 

best college value, we are the antidote to what ills the elite American higher education system. High qual-
ity, low cost, locally delivered, universally accessible college education that prepares students for success 
in the workforce, or at the four-year school of their choice.

At NCC, we deliberately serve everyone regardless of background or preparation, no matter if you are 
first-generation, a working single parent or a recent top-of-the-class high school graduate with ambition 
to transfer to a university. If you’ve had academic challenges in the past, you are welcome here. If you’re 
not sure what your next step forward is into the working world, we want you. If you need extra training to 
get the job or promotion you are looking for, we’ve got a program for you. 

We are the accessible front door to social mobility and economic equality for so many that if it were not 
for us, they would have no other college option. We, like many community colleges around the country, 
are the ticket to the new American Dream and a GPS to the middle class and beyond for our students.  

And so it’s a bit ironic, given the latest college admissions scandal, that recent research from the Jack 
Kent Cooke Foundation shows that community college students like ours who transfer to selective four-
year schools perform as well as — or even better than — students who come directly from high school. 

That’s one reason why making sure community colleges like NCC thrive is one of the best investments 
our state and region can make. We can fuel the economic vitality of the Lehigh Valley, fulfill the talent 
needs of a growing workforce, and provide upward mobility for many underserved families and high per-
forming students alike. All need a landing place like NCC to take their next step to a fulfilling life. 

It’s a tremendous opportunity — and an enormous responsibility. But by design, that is the business we 
are in … transforming lives. And it’s a good business, by the way. 

It makes me think of students like Joseph Rogouski. He became fascinated by chemical and structural 
engineering during his nine years as a military intelligence officer with the United States National Guard. 

President’s  
Message

At NCC, all are welcome!

Students Andrea Billordo, 
far left, Jaclyn Eagle and 

Jaeden Guarrasi, right, share 
a conversation with President 
Erickson during a recent visit 

to the Monroe campus. 

“We are the  
accessible front 

door to social  
mobility and  

economic equality 
for so many that 
if it were not for 

us, they would 
have no other  

college option.”
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Now 27, he is putting himself through NCC. He 
chose NCC because of affordability, academic 
reputation and proximity to his home with 
plans to continue his education possibly at Le-
high University to earn a chemical engineering 
degree. Smart guy. 

Adrieana Diaz came from a very low-income 
background, living in the Bronx, New York, 
where not many rise above their environment 
to do big things. She says most of her family has 
either been killed or never been given a chance. 
Homeless at one point, struggling just to find 
food and shelter, Adrieana promised herself 
she would attend college and never quit so 
she could take care of her family.  She plans to 
major in nursing at NCC with the ultimate goal 
to be a doctor. 

I’m moved by stories like Adrieana’s and Jo-
seph’s and gratified by the accomplishments of 
students like Michelle Tatosian, who this spring 
was named a New Century Transfer Pathway 
Scholar. Only one scholar is selected from each 
state in the nation and Michelle represented 
Pennsylvania! And NCC student Kayla Marsdale 
was named a Coca-Cola Academic Team Silver 
Scholar. The Coca-Cola Scholars Foundation 

sponsors the national program and selection 
is based on academic achievement, leadership 
and community service engagement.

Truly, our students are the greatest measure 
of our success. But we can only continue to 
succeed if we are adequately funded, which 
is why it’s so frustrating that the Pennsylva-
nia governor’s proposed state budget failed 
to include any operating or capital funding 
increase for any of the state’s community 
colleges. Funding is one of the topics that I will 
focus on in my new role as vice chairman of 
the Pennsylvania Commission for Community 
Colleges, and it’s why Richard Kahlenberg’s re-
cent op-ed in the New York Times resonated so 
clearly with me. A senior fellow at the Century 
Foundation, Kahlenberg believes, as do I, that 
the success of the 9 million students attend-
ing America’s community colleges has a lot of 
influence on whether our nation’s promise of 
social mobility will be kept.

Community colleges are Pennsylvania’s larg-
est provider of postsecondary education and a 
sector that plays a vitally important role in the 
state’s education and workforce development 
systems. We need additional operating dollars 

both to address the growing workforce needs of 
our community and to provide the necessary 
student support services that ensure the suc-
cess of our students. 

So please don’t be shy if you see one of our 
state legislators! Encourage them to revise the 
governor’s proposed budget to provide the sup-
port we, our students and our community need!

As the largest and most diverse college in 
Northeast Pennsylvania, as the top producer 
of associate degrees for Latinos in Pennsyl-
vania and as the “College of Access” for all, 
please know NCC will continue to do the great 
work we have always done (hopefully with in-
creased state support with your help) inspired 
by students like Joseph, Adrieana, Kayla and 
Michelle!

Warm regards, 

Mark Erickson
President

We’re spending one day celebrating student success  
at Northampton with a SpartanOne day of giving

October 2, 2019.
2

www.northampton.edu
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NCC News
www.northampton.edu/news

Encore!
NCC’s Summer Theatre program is back for 

its third season June 5 to Aug. 4 and promises 
to be better than ever! Come enjoy award-win-
ning musicals “In the Heights,” “Falsettos,” “A 
Buddy Holly Tribute: The Day the Music Died” 
and “Jesus Christ Superstar.” “The Perfect 
Dog” is this summer’s children’s show. Get 
your tickets at ncctix.org. Most performances 
are held in Kopecek Hall’s Lipkin Theater on 
the college’s Bethlehem campus.

NCC point guard Jay Davis, 
a Hatboro-Horsham 

High grad, has become the first 
men’s basketball All-American in 
Northampton history! Davis, a soph-
omore from North Wales, Pennsylva-
nia, was named to the NJCAA Men’s 
Basketball Division III All-American 
team this spring. 

Davis had a dream season for the 
Spartans, clinching Region XIX Play-
er of the Year honors and finishing 
third in the country in scoring at 27.5 
points per game while leading the 
NCC men’s team to a 21-9 record 
and the EPAC Championship. In his 
two seasons, Davis set the college’s 
career scoring record (1,294 points), 
single-season scoring record (742 
points) and single-game scoring 
record (46 points).

The 
dream  
season

Gotta 
have 
friends

10,000 Friends of Pennsyl-
vania honored NCC with its 
Commonwealth Award for the 
college’s new Follett Family 
Center for Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship. The award 
recognizes outstanding projects 
contributing to Bethlehem’s revi-
talization that reflect sustainable 
reinvestment in the city and are 
high quality in design and con-
struction with high impact.
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Faculty  
member  
published 

As part of Associate Professor of Biology 
Dr. Beatriz Villar’s ongoing international 
collaboration in research on rare diseases, 
she and her colleagues had two articles 
published. “Sudden, Intense, Unexpected and 
Negative Emotions are a Reactivation Factor 
of Herpes Zoster” was published in the Jour-
nal of Clinical Cases and Reports. “McArdle’s 
Disease (Glycogen Storage Disease type V): 
A Clinical Case” was published in the  
Archive of Case Reports.

Inspiring entrepreneurs
Believing that entrepreneurs discover solutions and best engage with their communities while sipping coffee, 

the Kauffman Foundation developed the 1 Million Cups initiative to educate, engage and inspire entrepreneurs. 
The program has grown to 180 communities, including a thriving chapter at NCC’s Follett Center for Innovation 
and Entrepreneurship. The chapter meets every Wednesday, attracting entrepreneurs from around the region. 

  Michelle Tatosian was named 
a New Century Transfer Path-
way Scholar and received a 
$2,250 scholarship. Scholars 
are selected based on academic 
accomplishments and leadership. 
Only one scholar is selected from 
each state.

Academic all stars
NCC students shined this spring with several earning regional and national recognition. 

  NCC student Kayla Marsdale was 
named a Coca-Cola Academic 
Team Silver Scholar and received 
a $1,250 scholarship. Coca-Cola 
Scholars Foundation sponsors 
the program. Selection is based 
on achievement, leadership and 
community service.

  Campus Compact named NCC 
student Daniel Stevens as a New-
man Civic Fellow. The one-year 
fellowship emphasizes personal 
and professional growth for stu-
dents who demonstrate a capacity 
for leadership and an investment 
in solving public problems.  

Five NCC students were also named to the Pennsylvania Commission for Community Colleges Annual All-Pennsylvania 
Academic Team including Na-Quasia Dickerson, Cody Geddings, Kendall Lewczak, Kayla Marsdale and Michelle Tato-
sian. Each received a two-year scholarship to any Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education university.

Three join 
foundation 
board

The Northampton Community 
College Foundation has added 
three new members to its board: 

  Christopher J. Brown, senior vice 
president, Lafayette Ambassador 
Bank

  Joseph C. Lennert, senior vice 
president, McGriff Insurance 
Services 

  Andrea Weismiller, vice presi-
dent sales, Joshi Hotel Group. 

The Foundation’s endowment, 
valued at more than $42 million, 
is among the top 10 community 
college endowments in the country. 
Included in that endowment 
are more than 135 individually 
endowed scholarship funds, giving 
NCC the largest private scholar-
ship program at any community 
college in the Commonwealth. 

NCC named College  
of Excellence 

The National Association for Com-
munity College Entrepreneurship has 
recognized NCC with its College 
of Excellence Award. Northampton 
was one of five community colleges 
nationwide recognized as an institu-
tion demonstrating entrepreneurial 
excellence. The honor was an-
nounced during the Entrepreneurial 
College of Excellence Awards at the 
American Association of Community 
College’s annual conference in 
Orlando, Florida.

‘Shark Tank’ NCC style
Eight NCC students competed in 

the Center for Innovation and En-
trepreneurship’s first business pitch 
competition earlier this spring. En-
gineering student Kevin Legrand’s 
prototype of a deluxe wireless 
charger earned the top prize!
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NCC News
www.northampton.edu/news

Resource center debuts
Thanks to a $30,000 grant from the R.K. Laros Foundation, the new Laros Foundation Resource Center at the South-

side Center serves as a dynamic first point of contact where prospective and current students and visitors can learn 
about the college’s diverse educational offerings, career assessment tools and financial aid resources. Check it out!

President Mark Erickson, left, is joined by Laros Foundation Vice Chair Laura Bennett Shelton, Laros Foundation 
Trustees Robert Billheimer and Diane Donaher, and Lauren Loeffler, vice president, Workforce Development and 
Community Education, far right.

NCC is one of 10 colleges 
and universities nationally 
receiving funding from the Lu-
mina Foundation to participate 
in an eight-week Equity Institute 
directed by the nationally rec-
ognized Race and Equity Cen-
ter at the University of Southern 
California. The virtually 
delivered program is structured 
to foster growth in the areas 
of diversity and equality at the 
college. Participating institu-
tions include a diverse list of 
schools ranging from DePauw 
University, Stanford University 
and Swarthmore College to the 
University of Washington Taco-
ma and University of Virginia.

Institute 
supports 
diversity

25 years of Horizons 
For 25 years, NCC’s popular Horizons for Youth pro-

gram has connected school-age children with a range 
of exciting activities and learning opportunities that 
are challenging, safe and always lots of fun. This 
year, NCC is commemorating the program’s quar-
ter-century mark by celebrating thousands of children 
who have enjoyed the program’s efforts to discover 
new passions and build self-confidence. Not surprising-
ly, many campers have gone on to become NCC students!

Century of suffrage
Dr. Cara McClintock-Walsh, professor of English, has been selected to hold 

NCC’s Robert J. Kopecek Endowed Chair in the Humanities. During the next 
three years, she will develop her proposal “To the wrongs that need resis-
tance, to the right that needs assistance: 100 Years of Women’s Suffrage.” 
It includes studying women’s history, literature and culture on the curricular, 
program and campus levels to extend to the community.

Slam poet storms NCC
World poetry slam champion Joaquín Zihuatanejo performed during Len Roberts 

Poetry Day at NCC in April. The Dallas, Texas, native has appeared on HBO’s “Def 
Poetry” and performs around the country while giving writing workshops to teach 
students from disadvantaged backgrounds how to apply for scholarships. 
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Senator opens 
office at NCC

Pennsylvania State Sen. Lisa 
Boscola recently established 
community outreach offices at 
locations across her district. 
One of those is at NCC’s  
Fowler Family Southside  
Center. You can find Boscola 
there on Wednesdays from 
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Northampton Community College took a leap forward to become 
designated a “Renewable Energy Credit – Zero Energy Campus” at its 
Monroe location, a distinction held by a handful of campuses and build-
ings in the United States. 

That means the campus uses 100% renewable energy. On-site solar 
and wind sources provide about 40% of the campus’ electrical needs. 
Now the college has contracted for the remainder of the campus elec-
tricity to be supplied by wind generation, a move expected to save the 
college $30,000 per year. 

“As a Zero Energy Campus and a L.E.E.D. (Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design) Gold Certified Campus, our commitment to 
sustainable operations is clear,” says Matt Connell, dean of the Monroe 
Campus. “It’s a credit to Mark Culp and our facilities staff who have 
led our work in this area. We take our responsibility as a steward of the 
environment very seriously.”  

NCC’s Monroe campus has a geothermal heating and cooling system, 
large solar panels that cover parking areas, a wind turbine and native veg-
etation that reduces the amount of stormwater runoff generated by the site.

Monroe campus earns ‘zero energy’ designation
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Million  
MARK

When the Cops ‘n’ Kids Reading Room opened 
at NCC’s Southside Center in 2006, the goal was to 
collect and distribute 1,000 books to the children of the 
Lehigh Valley. This April, 12 years later, that expectation 
was far exceeded when the program’s one millionth 
book was given away! 

NCC was ranked No. 1 in the 
country for its online dual enroll-
ment program. This distinction is 
conferred by onlineassociatesde-
grees.net, which based its rankings 
on several factors, including accred-
itation, program affordability and 
number of courses offered. Dual 
enrollment programs at NCC make 
it possible for students enrolled in 
high school to earn college credit 
while also meeting high school re-
quirements for mandatory courses.

Votes are IN 
NCC won first place in the Pocono Record 2018 

Readers’ Choice Awards in the Continuing Education 
Category!

#1
Excelente!

NCC is the No. 1 associate degree granting college 
in Pennsylvania for Latinos and No. 2 for total Hispan-
ic enrollment, according to Excelencia in Education. 
The organization seeks to accelerate Latino student 
success in higher education by addressing the U.S. 
economy’s need for a highly educated workforce and 
for civic leadership.
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One for the vine 
Local wineries that participated in the Mountain Wine Festival — Black 

River Farms, Blue Mountain Vineyards, Franklin Hill Vineyards, Galen Glen 
Winery, Tolino Vineyards, and Vynecrest Vineyard and Winery — made 
a $5,000 donation to NCC’s Foundation to support students interested in 
the art of making wine (enology) and growing grapes (viticulture). Salute!

Erickson named vice chair
Dr. Mark Erickson, president of NCC, was recently appointed to 

the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Commission for Com-
munity Colleges (PACCC) serving on the Executive Committee 
as vice chairman. The Board of Directors is the governing body 
of PACCC. Executive Committee members serve two-year terms. 
Erickson will work with other board members to increase the work-
force readiness skills and educational attainment level of Pennsyl-
vanians to create a productive workforce and vibrant economy.

Andrew Warner, left, of Black River Farms, and Elaine 
Pivinski, right, of Franklin Hill Vineyards, present a 
check to Sharon Beales, NCC’s vice president of  
Institutional Advancement.
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NCC at  
the races

Pocono Raceway is featuring pro-
grams for adults and kids this sum-
mer thanks to a unique partnership 
with NCC! Programming is offered 
in the raceway’s new infield welcome 
center during race weekends through 
July. NCC programming for adults 
includes yoga, Zumba, photogra-
phy and paint-and-sip classes. Kids’ 
options include science projects, 
outdoor exercise, interaction with 
animals and drop-in activities. 

From Russia with scholarship 
Dr. Robert F. Smith, assistant dean of humanities and social sciences, has been selected 
to participate in an International Education Administrators Seminar in Russia, a U.S. Ful-

bright program. The Fulbright IEA program is a prestigious academic exchange program 
and highly competitive. Smith is one of five people nationwide selected for the program. 

Skills 
champ 

NCC’s Christian Stezelberger is headed 
to nationals again! The electromechan-
ical technology major participated in 
the SkillsUSA State Conference in April 
competing in the industrial motor controls 
classification. Stezelberger took first place 
in the postsecondary category and now is 
headed to compete at the national level 
representing NCC in Louisville.  

This isn’t Stezelberger’s first rodeo. 
The Eagle Scout and former National 
Technical Honor Society member was 
last year’s Pennsylvania SkillsUSA District 
11 champion and SkillsUSA Pennsylvania 
state champion, both for industrial motor 
control. He placed eighth in the nation at 
the 2018 national competition.



Perspectives

G
oing blind at age 
12 from a brain tu-
mor that crushed 
my optic nerves, I 
had no idea what 

life would be like without sight. 
People have a tendency to plan 
their whole lives out, but some-
thing life-changing always has 
a way to completely alter life as 
you know it. 

Most people think that going 
blind would be a way to change 
your life forever, and it did for me, 
but losing my sight didn’t limit 
my possibilities; it only focused my 
vision.

Since age 9, I always wanted to 
write books but was aware of the 
fact I needed a means to pay the 
bills and survive until my first big 
best-seller. Years later, in ninth grade, 
I found my answer: I would become 
a librarian. I had been shown a pas-
sion for reading, writing and helping 
students to one’s best ability by my 
junior high school librarian, so the 
idea of making it a career choice came 
naturally. 

I could combine my love of books 
with a passion for helping students, the 
same passion that others showed me. 
My path was set, and as an educator, I 
could help others set their path.

To be a librarian in a school, I need-
ed to receive a degree in teaching, so I 
chose secondary education with a focus 
in English and enrolled at NCC because 
of its easy-to-navigate-with-a-cane size, 
friendly staff and a residence hall that 
would give me independence. 

My first semester in fall of 2016 was a 
bit of a roller coaster. I had to get used to 
the idea of living with a complete strang-
er. My class work was somewhat easier to 

Li
m

it
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ss
By MICHAEL J. BROWN ’19

manage. My biggest issue was technology. 
As a blind person, I use text-to-speech pro-
grams for both my laptop and iPad. When 
both devices work, everything is great and 
I am able to deliver my work. 

Unfortunately, my first week of school, 
my new computer did not have the 
services in place yet for me to learn my 
way around its programs. Neither of my 
devices gave me enough to act on their 
own. Once I figured out the ways around 
my technology, the rest of the semester 
went well, and I was able to complete 
my classes without issue.

The rest of my time at NCC went 
by rather quickly. After my second 
semester and dealing with my second 
roommate, I had decided to get a 
Seeing Eye dog. That was the summer 
I was paired with my partner, Riley, 
a male English black lab. He serves 
as my guide, friend and companion. 
I serve as his parent and caretaker. 
Together, we make an efficient team. 

Riley was a godsend and gave me 
mobility, independence and the help 
I needed to find rooms, even people. 
He helped me cross the street and 
get to class on time. He helped me 
navigate campus with ease and 
became my eyes when I needed 
him. I learned a lot about myself 
from Riley. He helps me live a 
more independent, fulfilling life. 

 I graduated in December 
and walked across the stage 
with Riley in tow to accept my 
diploma. My sights are now on 
Kutztown University, where 
I hope to earn my degree in 
library sciences and enter 
the next stage on my journey 
to becoming a librarian. Of 
course, Riley will be with me 
every step of the way. 

12
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… losing my 
sight didn’t limit 
my possibilities, 
it only focused 
my vision.

Michael and his black lab, Riley, take a timeout 
in the library.
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My diversity, that in which I looked differ-
ent because of my ethnicity and sounded 
different because I was Spanish speaking, is 
not a story unlike many within our com-
munity. Variables can be interchanged with 
respect to religion, sexual orientation and 
the like, but our challenges are of the same 
spirit.  

Not totally understanding motivations for 
why people would feel compelled to label 
others, like I was labeled, fueled my passion 
for education. Along the way, the national 
climate has begun to change and instead 
of residing in a territory of assimilation, we 
have begun to grow as a culture of inclusion 
and acceptance.  

With this re-focusing, we have seen 
growth in higher education of students of 
color, women in STEM and an increase in 

our LGBT communities as well, just to name 
a few. During this journey, we as inclusivity 
practitioners continued to advocate on the 
need for our institutions to advance beyond 
simply having diverse campuses and to 
move toward creating institutions that 
leverage those differences in intentional, 
inclusive ways.  

Discussions now are directly aimed at 
exploring ways to support that inclusivi-
ty with programs such as pre-orientation 
initiatives to assist students with transi-
tioning to college, student affinity groups to 
provide spaces for students from underrep-
resented populations to come together, and 
creation of campus diversity committees to 
proactively discuss strategies to expand on 
inclusion efforts.

At Northampton Community College, this 
work is a priority. As the college’s inaugural 
chief diversity officer, it is my honor and 
privilege to work with students, faculty, 
staff and administrators to enhance our 
efforts in the arena of inclusion. To achieve 
this goal, NCC became one of 10 colleges 
and universities across the country re-
ceiving funding support from the Lumina 
Foundation to participate in an eight-week 
Equity Institute directed by the nationally 
recognized Race and Equity Centers at the 
University of Southern California. 

By participating in the Equity Institute, 
under the leadership of nationally ac-
claimed educator and inclusion expert Dr. 
Shaun Harper, NCC is doubling down on 

eing born and raised in Venezuela, and then at  

an early age relocating to my father’s home in 

northeastern Pennsylvania, I was made painfully  

aware of my own “diversity.”  They were tough 

times. My self-worth became fragile and my  

personal development slowed as the world of  

assimilation began stripping me of my identity.  

By SCOTT BLAIR 
CHIEF DIVERSITY OFFICER

CONTINUED ON PAGE 74
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Inclusion
The  opportunity                 for  
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It’s not every day that Emeril Lagasse tells 

you that you’ve earned an all-expense-paid ex-

ternship at his New Orleans restaurants. That memory 

and the trip itself will never be forgotten by the eight NCC 

culinary students who were awarded this once-in-a-lifetime 

experience. Culinary grad Rebecca Suta, currently a baker at 

Hellertown Bakery, shares her actual journal entries from her 

time in New Orleans, working and learning among the best 

chefs in the country.

DAY 1 Landing in a New Adventure
We landed in the afternoon. Our first day in New Orleans was a free day, which al-

lowed us to tour the beautiful city. I had my first po’boy sandwich, saw the Mississippi 
River and walked along the famous Canal Street.

DAY 2 First Day of Work
Our first full day in New Orleans had us right at work. My partner for the week was 

fellow culinary student Matthew Campesi. We worked in Emeril’s NOLA restaurant, 
where we helped Executive Chef Philip Buccieri prepare food for the dinner service. 
Then we got to have dinner at the Creole House before starting the night shift at Emer-
il’s Delmonico restaurant.

DAY 3 Pico de Gallo and Pickled Onions
Day 3 was our final day working in Emeril’s New Orleans restaurants. At Meril’s, we 

helped prep Guy Fieri’s pico de gallo and pickled red onions for an event. It was exciting 
working on the famous chef’s menu, little did I know that soon I would be working side 
by side with him! That night, we were at Emeril’s self-named restaurant where I met 
the wonderful pastry chef Jeremy Fogg, who is responsible for all of Emeril’s dessert 
menus. When we were done, all eight of us went out to dinner and finally got to try 
Café Du Monde’s famous beignets and chicory coffee.

DAY 4 Hard Work at the Hilton
It was a long day spent prepping for two of the Emeril Lagasse Foundation’s biggest 

events of the year: the Carnival Du Vin, a black-tie, sit-down meal at the Hilton River-
side Hotel, and the Beer, Bourbon and Boudin event, an outdoor food festival held in 
Champions Square outside of the Superdome. We worked alongside the incredible chefs 
from Emeril’s restaurants across the country.

DAY 5 Beer, Bourbon and Boudin Bash!
One word: amazing! We worked with Guy Fieri for the night. He was so much fun and 

really supportive. Not only did I get my chef coat signed by Guy, but by all of Emeril’s 
chefs, Emeril himself and Aaron Sanchez!

DAY 6 Carnivale Du Vin Time
Another long day as we finished prepping for the 600-plate, 6-course meal for the 

Carnivale Du Vin. It was exhausting but I learned a lot. I even got to work alongside 
renowned chef Traci Des Jardins.

DAY 7 Back to PA
After a late night of work, it was up at 5 a.m. to go back home. I loved every second 

of this trip, and enjoyed soaking up the culture and wonderful culinary experiences. I 
definitely plan on coming back to the beautiful city of New Orleans. This trip was truly 
life changing. I want to thank everyone who made it possible! 

By REBECCA SUTA ’19

One word: 
AMAZING!  
We worked 
with Guy Fieri 
for the night. 
He was so 
much fun  
and really 
supportive. 
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Justice  
   ALL

for  

When the NCC Criminal 
Justice Club set out on a 
trip to Washington, D.C., 
to get an up close and 
personal experience with 
the United States Supreme 
Court, the group and their 
adviser got more than they  
bargained for. 

Perspectives
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N
CC’s student-run Criminal Justice Club 
set out on a quest last semester to see 
a U.S. Supreme Court case firsthand. 
It was sure to succeed. Guided by the 
club’s savvy faculty adviser (me!), we 
chose a date far in advance. Friendly 
court staff assured us if we could han-
dle an hour’s wait in the “we-want-to-
see-a-full-session line” we would sure-
ly get in, as the public seating galleries 
were extensive, and most tourists just 
wanted a walk-through. 

But then came the nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to the 
highest court in the land, and the ghosts of his allegedly rau-
cous and randy past blew up, dragged out and almost derailed 
his confirmation hearings. He squeaked through, but didn’t 
his first day on the bench turn out to be the very day we had 
scheduled?

Undeterred, we showed up at 3 a.m., joining those who had 
spent the night in line. We persisted, even after security cau-
tioned (accurately, it turned out) that seating was sure to be 
gobbled up by the new justice-in-waiting’s family, supporters 
and the crush of media, leaving barely any room for the general 
public.  

The club settled instead for a front row seat to the pageant of 
democracy-in-action on the 
front steps. Amid swarms 
of protesters, some of our 
students were interviewed 
by reporters and quoted 
in national media, while 

others got drenched when the lawn sprinklers came on after 
sunrise and security guards wouldn’t let the line move aside. 

The most noteworthy group of protesters was a large “Hand-
maid’s Tale” contingent clad in antiquated-looking costumes 
depicting abused and subjugated women, like those portrayed 
in the TV series and Margaret Atwood novel of the same name.

Once the door officially slammed in our face, we went to Plan 
B, and scattered to tour the historic town. My favorite spot was 
the Surratt Boarding House, “the nest where the Lincoln assassi-
nation conspiracy was hatched.” The ghost of Mary Surratt (the 
first woman ever hanged by the federal government) is said to 
haunt the place, now a Chinese restaurant. Mary wasn’t there. 
But if she had seen the Handmaid’s Tale costumes pass by, she 
probably would have chased after them, seeking what looked 
like contemporary companionship after all these years.

Another long-ago D.C. resident, Thomas Jefferson, once said 
a little turbulence was a healthy thing for a democracy. We got 
shut out of court, but stuck around for the turbulence. Jefferson 
would be proud. And we’re going back to try again. We even 
wrote Justice Kavanaugh to see if he’d stop by to say hello. 

After all, we figure he owes us one. 
Justice  
   ALL

UNDETERRED, we showed up 

at 3 a.m., joining those who 

had spent the night in line.

By JOHN F. SPIRK JR., J.D.
PROFESSOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
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NCC’s Director of Art Programs 
Tom Shillea in a position he’s 
unaccustomed to — in front of 
the camera, not behind it.
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We are the most photographed society in the his-

tory of the world. With over 7.2 billion cameras at 

our disposal, it’s no wonder everyone fancies them-

selves as a bit of a shutterbug.  |  Most of today’s 

cameras are technologically sophisticated, digital 

wonders attached to pocket-sized cell phones. They 

allow you to retouch and crop on the fly, posting to 

digital galleries in the “cloud” within moments so 

your work can be appreciated in real time. 

By  
ERNEST  

BECK
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It begs the question then why would anyone in 
their right mind haul around a large, century-old, 
wooden framed behemoth to take pictures that 
have to be carefully developed with chemicals 
and time-consuming processes?  

Well, just ask Thomas Shillea, one of the best in 
the world at doing just that, and he’ll tell you. It’s 
the art of the shoot that matters.  

Shillea knew from a young age he was destined 
to become a renowned artist. 

Growing up in a small town just outside Scran-
ton, Pennsylvania, he spent hours drawing pic-
tures and looking at documentary photographs in 
books his parents gave him. But it was only when 
Shillea took a photography course for his under-
graduate degree in art education at Kutztown 
University that he discovered his favored medium. 

“It was a revelation when I realized I could 
make these pictures myself,” he recalls. “And from 
that moment on, photography became my art.” 

His passion for photography took many forms 
over the next four decades. For many years Shil-
lea ran his own advertising photography business 
in Philadelphia. As an educator, he taught art in 
Pennsylvania public schools and photography 
at Rochester Institute of Technology, where he 
earned a master’s degree in fine art. He brought 
all that with him when he joined NCC 20 years 
ago as director of art programs. 

All the while, he pursued his own work, special-
izing in a traditional type of photography known 
as platinotype, or platinum printing. This method, 
which dates back to the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries, was pioneered by the renowned photog-

rapher Alfred Stieglitz in portraits of his wife Geor-
gia O’Keeffe, but fell out of favor after World War I.

Today, the slow and methodical art of platinum 
printing is practiced by only a handful of master 
photographers, which would suggest that Shillea, 
72, is an outlier in the age of selfies and digital 
photography. Yet a recent retrospective of his 
work at Santa Bannon Fine Art in Bethlehem re-
vealed an artist who is not afraid to take risks by 
combining cutting-edge technology with what he 
calls “the pure photographic process” of making 
platinum prints. 

Giving a tour of the exhibition on a rainy 
winter afternoon, Shillea pointed out his earliest, 
brightly colored paintings and drawings from 
the ’60s, inspired by the Vietnam War and the 
Beatles. Much of the show, however, is devoted to 
his muted monochromatic platinum photographs, 
including evocative portraits of his wife (and 
gallery principal) Santa Bannon, still life studies 
and landscapes. 

Perhaps Shillea’s best-known photographs are 
his portraits of famous Americans including Pres-
ident Ronald Reagan, civil rights activist Coretta 
Scott King and actor Sissy Spacek, some of which 
are in the collection of the Smithsonian Muse-
um’s National Portrait Gallery and the Museum of 
African American History and Culture. The show 
comes full circle with newer mixed media works. 

For a first-time viewer, though, the portraits 
of famous Americans might best illustrate the 
beauty of platinum prints, with their rich, velvety 
texture and contrasting shades of black, gray and 
white. In these portraits, which look more like 
etchings than photographs, the sitter is shown as 
formally posed against a painted canvas backdrop 
Shillea used for every portrait. Yet the portraits 
also capture “the essence of their life,” as he puts 
it, in their posture and dress and the way they 
gaze at the viewer. 

To create a platinum print, Shillea uses a 
100-year-old wood-and-brass view camera set on a 
tripod, so shooting a picture is a painstakingly slow 
process. “It’s not click-click-click blasting,” Shil-
lea says. “It’s more like a painter working with a 
model, a collaborative effort.” This allows him time 
to establish a relationship with the subject — the 
only exception was when he photographed Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan and the secret service ushered 
him out of the Oval Office after only a half hour.

In the 1985 portrait of Coretta Scott King, for 
example, taken in her hotel suite in Washington, 
D.C., it wasn’t clear at first what she should wear. 
King suggested a power suit, but Shillea preferred 
she not look like a businesswoman. After some 
discussion, she pulled out a traditional royal 
African robe she had received on a recent trip to 
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I traveled with NCC’s Dr. Christine Pense to SHANGHAI, CHINA, 
recently to collaborate in teaching a course on technology  
and culture at DianJi University. During our visit I was  
INVITED TO MAKE THIS PORTRAIT of Dr. Hu Chen, president  
of the university. It was presented to him as a parting GIFT.

THOMAS SHILLEA ©2019
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the continent. 
In the portrait, she appears serene and dignified 

in the floor-length outfit as she sits in a comfort-
able chair. (King’s youngest daughter, Bernice, 
used the portrait in a tweet on Martin Luther King 
Day 2019, unfortunately without acknowledging 
Shillea as the photographer.)

For the Sissy Spacek portraits, Shillea spent 
time at the actor’s horse farm in Virginia. She too 
had just come back from a trip — to China — and 
for her portrait they decided she should wear a 
traditional, Chinese-inspired black dress she had 
brought back. 

In several images, we see Spacek standing next 
to a simple Shaker chair, her hand resting on its 
high back. She has a severe expression on her 
face rather than a celebrity’s smile. “When you 
see the portrait of Sissy — with the chair, the 
clothing, the background and the lighting — you 
see everything,” Shillea explains. “The picture is a 
sum of the parts of who she is.”

Developing a platinum print is as time-con-
suming as shooting the picture. Chemicals are 
hand mixed and brushed on archival paper and 
exposed to ultraviolet light, and the image is first 
seen only faintly until it is developed in a chem-
ical solution of potassium oxalate to reveal the 
full image. It might take entire days to print a lim-
ited edition of photographs, as the artist manip-
ulates each image with a few drops of the right 
sensitizer chemicals to add warmth or greater 
tonal contrast to the print. 

The process, Shillea says, “brings together craft, 
chemistry, science and art” so that each individu-
al print becomes a unique object. 

Platinum prints are also incorporated into his 
newer, inkjet-printed mixed media projects. In 
these he often repurposes his vintage platinum 
photographs from 30 years ago with his recent 
digital photographs or images from, say, the 
Sistine Chapel, shot on a recent trip to Italy, or 

appropriated shots of Japanese Kabuki artists or 
sumo wrestlers seen on a trip to Japan.

Shillea says he is entirely comfortable with this 
new technology — he teaches a class in digital 
photography at NCC — and is intrigued by the 
possibilities it offers for experimentation and the 
evolution of the medium. 

For his next projects, Shillea wants to explore 
Chinese and Indian art to inspire new mixed media 
images he will combine with platinum prints. “The 
strength of digital photography is that it gives artists 
a chance to blend different media to create some-
thing new,” he says. ”I wonder what Alfred Stieglitz 
would do with this new type of photography?” 
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GETTING ON THE RIGHT

WAVE- 
 LENGTH

By BILL WHITE

NCC alumnus Jarret Brown, left, who graduated in 2001 
as a radio/TV major, with Professor Donna Acerra at the 
Museum of Industrial History exhibit they helped curate.
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operator. But her communications classes at NCC, 
including History of Broadcasting and Radio Work-
shop, have reflected her radio roots. 

Her father’s passion and the collection of radio 
equipment she inherited helped spur the latest 
exhibit at Bethlehem National Museum of Industrial 
History — and the NCC connections don’t end with 
her.

Andria Zaia, curator of collections at the museum 
and an NCC adjunct professor of cultural anthropol-
ogy, learned about Acerra’s collection and connected 
with her to begin discussing what became “Don’t 
Touch That Dial: 100 Years of Radio,” which opened 
in February and will continue through Nov. 3.

It includes Don Shipman’s operational ham shack, 
where licensed ham operators are invited to sit down 
and operate — and look at the same world map that 
so fascinated his little daughter.

Their search for more equipment to display led 
Zaia and Acerra to a radio swap meet where they 
stumbled across NCC alumnus Jarret Brown, who 
graduated in 2001 as a radio/TV major. His first class 

in his major was Acerra’s Radio Workshop.
Brown went on to spend 15 years as a local radio 

personality and now works at Lehigh University as 
a media production specialist and teaches Introduc-
tion to Radio as an adjunct at DeSales University.

His collection of radio equipment and memorabilia 
includes a giant lit WKAP Radio sign — it takes 105 
bulbs — and early crystal radios from the former Beth-
lehem Radio Corp. These became part of the exhibit.

“It’s just funny that after all these years, our paths 
cross,” Acerra said. “I’m thrilled to see him still work-
ing in radio.”

Brown said, “I never stop singing the praises of 
that program and the community college in general. 

It turned out to be the catalyst for my career.”
The coincidences don’t end there. On a flight from 

Allentown to Chicago, Acerra noticed that a fellow 
passenger’s laptop was open to a page full of antique 
radios. She ended up switching seats with the pas-
senger sitting next to Dr. Daniel Schwartzman, an 
Easton OB-GYN and avid radio collector and licensed 
operator. “We talked all the way from Allentown to 
Chicago,” she says.

Schwartzman’s collection became another big 
component of the exhibit, which features almost 100 
radios.

“Don’t Touch That Dial!” includes displays on radio 
sound effects, the science that harnesses electro-
magnetic waves, and a breakdown of the radio’s 
internal components. There are tributes to broadcast 
icons like Orson Welles, Gracie Allen, Alan Freed and 
Casey Kasem. 

One wall takes you from the giant consoles of 
early radio, to tiny transistor radios, to boom boxes 
and all kinds of novelty radios. Zaia points out that 

F
or NCC Professor Donna Acerra, being 
part of the “Don’t Touch That Dial: 100 
Years of Radio” exhibit at Bethlehem’s 
National Museum of Industrial History 
was music to her ears.

The project was a chance for her to 
reminisce fondly about her late father. And when 
Acerra says he “was a ham through and through,” 
she’s not kidding.

Don Shipman was so devoted to communicating 
by ham radio that after he and wife Barrie retired to 
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, he would spend long 
drives back home with one hand on the wheel and 
the other operating a “leg key,” talking for hours via 
Morse code.

“I would not have put up with that,” Acerra notes 
with amusement. But she understood her father’s 
passion. 

Her earliest memories of radio came in his base-
ment “ham shack,” staring at his big world map and 
listening to him talking to people all over the world 
— always via Morse code, a passion he discovered 
at age 14 and developed monitoring Russian radio 
signals in the Army and through decades as a dedi-
cated hobbyist. 

Acerra never followed in his footsteps as a ham 
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Being part of the 
“Don’t Touch That 
Dial: 100 Years of 

Radio” exhibit at 
Bethlehem’s National 
Museum of Industrial 
History was music to 

NCC Professor Donna 
Acerra’s ears. The 

exhibit features many 
pieces from her late 
father’s radio equip-

ment collection. 
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W
e live in a nation that’s been called the great melting pot. Pick 
a nationality, and you will find it represented in the United 
States. It truly is the land of opportunity, and that’s why so 
many come to America from far-off lands. 

But not everyone arrives with language or communications 
skills well developed enough to help them succeed at the 
highest level. And that’s where NCC’s English as a Second 

Language (ESL) kicks in to make all the difference in the world. 
Meet Megumi Taguchi. Her long journey to NCC began in Tokyo via New York City be-

fore she settled in as a Spartan. A native of Japan, the NCC art major came to the United 
States in 2017 and lived in New York City for a year before Bethlehem, and NCC’s ESL 
program, beckoned. 

By JOANNA IRELAND

“In Tokyo, I decided to major in fashion, 
and when I applied to university, I tried 
to find one that integrated my love of art 
and matched my major. They told me that 
I could not do that, so I decided to come 
to the United States,” Taguchi says. “I’ve 
made good friends. I taught art at a private 
art school in Manhattan. This country has 
already given me so many opportunities.”

But mastering the English language 
was a hurdle that remained for Taguchi, 
and when she learned she could enroll in 
NCC’s ESL program, and take art classes at 
the same time, she was sold. “In the past, 
I was afraid to show my art. I worried that 
no one would like it because it’s unique. 
But uniqueness is very important in this 
country and at this school. People are more 
open to my art and complement it, and I 
really appreciate that,” she says.

NCC’s ESL program was first developed to 
provide community members and inter-
national students an opportunity to bring 
their English speaking, writing and compre-
hension skills to a level that will help them 
to succeed in the workplace or at an Ameri-
can college or university.

“Our program is a credit program that 
students can take full or part time,” says 
Brandon Andrews, professional assistant 
in the ESL program. “During the semester, 
we need students to complete a certain 
number of lab hours, which could include 
participating in a conversation group, 
attending an event or completing computer 
hours, so they’re getting more immersion 
and practice than what they receive in the 

classroom.” 
Taguchi plans to finish her associate de-

gree in fine art within two years and then 
… well she’s not quite sure. “I would like 
to get a job here in the States. I would very 
much like to teach about art, especially if I 
can introduce Japanese culture and tradi-
tional styles, because my art is connected 
to Japanese history and culture.”

For now, however, she is enjoying both 
the ESL and art programs. “The professors 
are great and helpful. They encourage me, 
and I don’t get embarrassed anymore. I just 
want to talk with people and show my art. 
That’s my purpose.”

The ESL department’s diverse student 
population — which includes students 
who hail from six continents — take day 
and evening classes. During a semester, 
students can take five types of ESL courses: 
writing and grammar, reading, speaking, 
vocabulary and pronunciation. 

 “About 75% of our students are perma-
nent residents from the community and 
25% are international representing over 
45 countries,” says Andrews. “With all the 
students in our program, not only is there 
diversity in the ethnicities and language 
culture but also in our students’ goals and 
education backgrounds. 

“Some want to study English full time 
and transition to an associate or bachelor’s 
program. Other students who work full 
time take evening courses to improve their 
English for family or personal reasons — to 
get a promotion or hone their career skills.”

In addition to the traditional semester 

NCC student Megumi Taguchi is 
enrolled in the college’s ESL program 
and is finishing her degree in fine art.
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THE  

 Art   OF THE LANGUAGE
NCC’s English as a Second  

Language program is  

transformational for many  

students who are seeking  

to make it big in America. 
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courses, Marketa Scott, ESL assistant 
professor, says the ESL program decided 
to expand the summer intensive program 
last year. 

“We offered instruction, housing, and 
cultural activities. It works beautifully 
with the program as a whole because 
students can complete the ESL program 
faster when they have the opportunity to 
improve their language skills throughout 
the summer. The length is shorter, but the 
instruction is intense,” Scott says.

She says the Summer ESL Institute 
was specifically designed to facilitate the 
transition to college for international 
students who are away from home for the 
first time. The program helps students 
acclimate, improve their English skills, and 
learn more about the culture before they 
begin their degree program.

“Oliver Sanon is a great example of how 
a student’s English can improve during an 
intensive program,” she says.

Sanon, originally from Haiti, was NCC’s 
first participant in the pilot. “I decided to 
come to NCC to improve my English flu-
ency, because I will be in the U.S. for four 
more years. I’m going to Juniata College 
and majoring in management.”

“The people here care about how you’re 

doing and what your next steps are. I’ve 
met some good people and friends here, 
and I will definitely come back to visit,” 
Sanon says.

Former student Williams Bangre studied 
English at NCC in 2018. The young man 
from Burkina Faso, in West Africa, says, “I 
got accepted to Kutztown and they told 
me my English was good enough to go 
there directly. But my father advised me to 
take more English classes because English 
is not our native language. I talked to the 
people at Kutztown who told me about 
their partnership with NCC, so I came here 
for the spring.

“The teachers here are very supportive. I 
have been studying English since seventh 
grade but it wasn’t that intensive. NCC’s 
environment is definitely better because 
I’m around Americans who speak English 
and I need that immersive element.”

This immersive element of NCC’s ESL 
program that was so helpful to Bangre 
is also a boon to other local non-native 
English-speaking students.  As Andrews 
says, “We are helping to break down bar-
riers for non-native speakers. Improving 
their English skills is the first and most 
crucial step on the path to achieving their 
goals.” 
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… uniqueness is very important 
in this country and at this school. 
People are more open to my art 
and complement it, and I really 
appreciate that.

Taguchi’s work  
was recognized 

with an award in 
the Patrick J. Kraus 
Freshman Drawing 

Competition.
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Dan Lasko ’08 remembers two loud explosions, and the 

ringing in his ears. He recalls the dark cloud of smoke that 

engulfed the vehicle, and grabbing his M203 grenade 

launcher, sticking it out the window of the ruined vehicle, 

and trying to pull the trigger. But the weapon wouldn’t fire. 

Then he tried to stand up, but couldn’t. 
“I thought, ‘I’m stuck’ and I looked down at my foot and it was just mangled,” Lasko recalls. 

“My Achilles tendon on the back of my foot was pretty much ripped. I couldn’t move. Then it hit 
me that I was pretty badly injured. I lost consciousness for a couple of seconds. When I came to, 
it was like fast-forward and there was yelling and screaming and gunfire.”

His buddies managed to pull him out of the crumpled vehicle and get him onto the back of a 
Humvee. They drove for an hour or two (“I swear that Humvee drove for three days,” Lasko says.) 
to a location where a helicopter could land. He was medevacked to the main base in Kandahar, 
where his leg was amputated and cleaned up. 

He was then flown to a U.S. base in Germany, where another surgery amputated the leg a bit 
higher because of infection that had set in. After that, he was put on a C-130 for the flight to 
Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland.

That plane ride home is one Lasko will never forget. The C-130 was packed with injured service 
personnel. “People screaming, people crying for their moms, quadruple amputees, burn victims 
— you name it. It was a total nightmare. Each service member had a nurse and I was like, just 
put me out. I can’t take this.” 

A  
soldier’s  
story

By JACK CROFT
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Dan Lasko ‘08 in training  
for his next race.
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CHILDHOOD DREAMS
Sometimes, childhood dreams do come true. 

But perhaps not in the way anyone would — or 
could — have predicted. That’s Dan Lasko’s story. 

 “Growing up, I wanted to be an athlete,” Lasko 
recalls. “I was really big into sports — baseball, 
football, you name it.”

Now 36 years old, a married father of two young 
boys, Lasko has spent much of the past 14 years 
competing in an exacting array of athletic compe-
titions around the globe, from Washington, D.C., 
to California to Japan. Marathons in cities from 
Boston to Denmark. 5K, 10K and half-marathon 
races too numerous to count. Triathlons, including 
the grueling Escape from Alcatraz.

He’s also played football against former NFL 
stars, including Green Bay Packers running back 
Ryan Grant and many others.  

Lasko’s inspiring feats have led to speaking 
engagements, a TV commercial for Pedigree Dog 
Food, and a stint as co-host of Discovery Chan-
nel’s “Saving Heroes” show, among other opportu-
nities.

What’s most surprising is that he’s done it all 
since losing his left leg below the knee in Febru-
ary 2004, when his U.S. Marine Corps convoy hit a 
Taliban bomb while on a reconnaissance mission 
in a rugged ravine in Afghanistan.

A HERO IN THE MAKING
An ambulance took Lasko to Bethesda Na-

val Medical Center in Maryland after the plane 
landed at Andrews Air Force Base. The next day, 

Lasko’s high school sweetheart, Jessica — a 2003 
Northampton Community College graduate — ar-
rived at Bethesda and helped care for him through 
the summer.

The couple had met at a Friday night football 
game as freshmen at Easton Area High School in 
1998. Dan needed 35 cents for a pay phone to call 
for a ride home, but only had a quarter. Jessica 
provided the dime. From that simple encounter 
bloomed a love that has endured more pain and 
joy in 20 years than most couples experience in a 
lifetime.

Dan and Jessica dated throughout high school, 
and when Dan decided during senior year that he 
wanted to join the Marines, Jessica was support-
ive. 

“I was happy that he had found something he 
was into and really excited about,” Jessica recalls.

The weekend before he was due to be sworn in 
and report to boot camp, Dan and Jessica went out 
to eat and said their goodbyes until they could be 
together again. On Monday afternoon, Sept. 10, 
2001, a recruiter picked up Dan and drove him to 
Harrisburg, where he was scheduled to be sworn 
in the next morning.

The morning of Sept. 11, a spectacularly crys-
talline day, the recruiter picked up Dan at a hotel 
at 6 a.m. and drove him to the recruiting station 
to be sworn in. After he raised his right hand and 
vowed to defend and uphold the U.S. Constitution, 
Dan was scheduled to take a plane to boot camp 
at Paris Island, South Carolina.

It was while waiting for his bus to the airport 

Dan and his wife Jessica have stayed  
together through thick and thin.
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that Dan, along with the other newly sworn-in 
service members, saw footage of the first plane 
flying into the World Trade Center on the TV 
in the recruiting station. As the events of 9/11 
unfolded, and all plane traffic was halted, Dan’s 
recruiter was recalled from Easton to drive back to 
Harrisburg to pick up Dan and bring him home. 

Just a few hours earlier, Dan had been sworn in 
as a Marine in peacetime. Now, he and the rest of 
the recruits knew they would be going to war.

Meanwhile, Jessica heard the news. Cell phone 
lines were jammed, and she was unable to reach 
Dan. But he managed to get to a pay phone and 
call her, and let her know what was going on.

When he got home, Dan recalls, “I remember 
my dad was sitting on the couch, watching what 
was going on. And he came up to me and said, 
‘Listen, if you want to change your mind, you can 
register at Northampton Community College and 
take some classes if that’s what you want to do.’ 
And I told him, ‘I already made my commitment. 
From what we know now and what we saw hap-
pen, I think our country needs volunteers to go 
over and take care of business.’”

After a few days home, during which he got to 
see Jessica again, Dan took a long bus ride down 
to Paris Island to start boot camp. He finished in 
December, allowing him to come home for the 
holidays before heading to Cherry Point, and later 
Camp Lejeune, for intensive training over the next 
two years. 

“Everybody knew they were getting deployed,” 
he says.

Dan earned his E-4 corporal rank in less than 

three years, and felt like, “This is what I think I’ll 
be doing for the next 20 years of my life.”

Jessica enrolled at Northampton, earned her 
associate degree in liberal arts, and then went to 
Penn State. The couple wrote letters, talked on the 
phone and got together any weekend their sched-
ules allowed. They each took turns making the 
long drive south or north to see the other. Some-
times, they would meet halfway in Virginia.

“We made every effort to see each other, call 
each other, everything,” Dan says.

In February 2004, Dan deployed via ship to 
Afghanistan with the 22nd Marine Expeditionary 
Unit. He hadn’t even been on land for 30 days 
when the explosion took his leg.

A NEW NORMAL
Back in the U.S. at Bethesda Naval Medical Cen-

ter, Lasko — just 21 years old — made the difficult 
decision to undergo complicated Ertl reconstruc-
tive surgery rather than conventional surgery. 
That decision made much of what he has done 
since possible.

“They connected my tibia and fibula together 
with a bone bridge and then wrapped the remain-
ing calf muscle around, making a buffer on the 
bottom of my residual limb,” Lasko says. “It meant 
a longer recovery, but a better outcome with being 
active and doing what you want to do for the rest 
of your life.”

Among his first visitors at Bethesda were a 
couple of female volunteers wearing red Semper 
Fi Fund T-shirts, asking, “What can we do for you? 
What do you need?” 

The Lasko men out for a 
neighborhood run.
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… I didn’t feel sorry  
for myself for what  
happened to me
in my life …
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The organization, founded in the fall of 2003 by 
military spouses at Camp Pendleton, is dedicat-
ed to providing urgently needed resources and 
support for combat wounded, critically ill and cat-
astrophically injured members of the U.S. Armed 
Forces and their families.

Throughout his almost five months of surgeries 
and recovery at Bethesda, and about six months 
of rehab at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in 
Washington, D.C., the Semper Fi Fund volunteers 
were a constant, comforting presence.

As devastating as his injury was, seeing what 
fellow service members had to go through at 
Bethesda and Walter Reed helped Dan see things 
in a different light.

“I’m just surprised and thankful that I got away 
with the injury that I have because it could have 
been a lot, lot worse,” he says.

SEMPER FI
When Dan was discharged from Walter Reed 

in May 2005, he was also medically retired from 
the Marines. He didn’t have a choice. At the same 
time, Jessica graduated from Penn State with a 
bachelor’s degree in psychology, with a business 
option and minor in human development and 
family studies.

“We both were at a turning point in our lives, so 
we said, ‘All right, next step in our lives, what are 
we going to do?’” Jessica recalls.

Whatever it was, the one thing they knew was 
that they would do it together.

They moved into a small apartment in Naza-
reth, and married in 2006.   Today, they live in Ha-
nover Township and have two sons: Lucas, 8, and 
Benjamin, 4. After working in human resources 
for two local health-related companies for several 
years, Jessica took a similar position with Semper 
Fi Fund five years ago. To avoid any conflict of in-
terest, Jessica works in human resources with the 
charity’s employees, not directly with the injured 
service members Semper Fi Fund supports.

“It’s my honor to support the employees who 
take care of our service members,” she says. “I 
would do anything for them, knowing the work 
they do.”

Under the GI Bill, Dan earned an associate 
degree in criminal justice from Northampton. 
He learned firsthand about the court system and 
probation working as a paid intern for a year in 
the Northampton County adult probation depart-
ment, and also got a prestigious two-year Con-
gressional fellowship through the Wounded War-

rior Program as a veterans’ affairs representative 
in the office of former U.S. Rep. Allyson Schwartz. 
He worked toward a bachelor’s degree from Kutz-
town University, but his academic career has been 
repeatedly interrupted by other opportunities.

For more than a decade, Dan has competed for 
Team Semper Fi, which supports injured service 
members to go around the country running races 
and participating in other athletic endeavors to 
raise money and awareness. 

He also has traveled around the country com-
peting with the Wounded Warrior Amputee Soft-
ball and Football teams. One particularly mem-
orable experience came on Veterans Day 2018, 
when Dan and his older son, Lucas, got to play in 
a Wounded Warriors flag football scrimmage on 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 71
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Inaugurated in 1994, the culinary arts program at 
NCC was the first of its kind in the region. Since then, 
it has been the training ground for hundreds of cre-
ative chefs in the Lehigh Valley and beyond. It was the 
program’s stellar reputation that attracted Marz.

“Everyone I talked to said Northampton was a great 
school with a great culinary program, and that Hamp-
ton Winds was awesome,” she said. 

Marz joined NCC in October 2017 after having 
started up the Culinary Arts Institute at Montgomery 
County Community College and 
running it for four years. Prior 
to that, she served as director of 
culinary programs for the Art In-
stitute of Phoenix, executive chef 
for a catering company, executive 
chef for Albuquerque Marriot 
Hotel, Honeywell, and a variety of 
chef positions for Disney and oth-
er restaurants around the country. 

Her 25-year career began 
simply enough when she started 
working at Burger King at the age of 16. She knew 
she was on the right track when, in high school, she 
placed second and won a $25,000 scholarship to 
Johnson & Wales University as a finalist in a healthy 
cooking contest. 

Marz earned associate degrees in culinary arts and 
baking and pastry arts, as well as a bachelor’s degree 
in food service management from Johnson & Wales. 
She also holds a master of business administration 

degree in business and finance from Argosy Univer-
sity, and is working on a doctorate in organizational 
leadership, innovation and learning at Wilmington 
University. 

Marz is turning up the heat, using her experience 
and education to put her own spin on the culinary pro-
gram and Hampton Winds. Interacting with the public 
is important to Marz, and something she has increased 
between the students and patrons of the restaurant. 

“It used to be that people came in, sat down to 
eat, and mysteriously the food 
in the back was created. Maybe 
a couple of students brought out 
your dessert. So even though the 
restaurant was run by students, 
it wasn’t really. I wanted to bring 
the students forward, to get them 
more involved in the restaurant as 
a whole.”

Now the students spend part of 
their restaurant rotation working 
the front of the house — greeting 

customers, taking orders, bringing out food and the 
check. 

“They get a 360-degree view of how a restaurant 
runs,” Marz said. “They gain an appreciation and 
understanding of what it’s like to be in the front of the 
house, and a sense of ownership and pride in the food 
they’ve created.”

The curriculum for the student-chefs has changed 
in that they work through their program as a cohort 

By  
CYNTHIA  
TINTORRI

sk any chef and they will tell you, sometimes 

it’s good to spice up a tried-and-true rec-

ipe. A jalapeno here, a habanero there, 

a touch of tabasco, a pinch of pepper. 

And so it is with Northampton 

Community College’s venerable 

culinary program and student-run restaurant, Hamp-

ton Winds. With the arrival of Culinary Director Francine 

Marz, we should all expect a bit of fire to come out of the 

25-year-old eatery, and its partner culinary program. 
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Chef Francine Marz 
is cooking up a 

spicy new recipe 
for success at 

NCC’s esteemed 
student-managed 

restaurant Hampton 
Winds … and the 
college’s culinary 

arts program. 

culinary 
Cutting-edge
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of 20-24, beginning with a class called Culinary Foundations where 
they learn everything from career development to resume writing, 
from how to look for a job and maintain their “brand” to the various 
career pathways of the hospitality industry. When their training in 
the kitchen starts, the cohort sticks together for each class, and the 
chef-instructors change. 

“They learn teamwork in the cohort, and different techniques for 
doing things with the changing instructors,” Marz said. 

Marz is also instituting upscale fast food by way of a “grab-and-go” 
station just outside of Hampton Winds. Called HW Express, the spot 
will feature house-made specialty items, including grab-and-go meals, 
fresh breads, baked goods, breakfast pastries, soups, salads, sandwich-
es and coffee. 

Menus and décor inside Hampton Winds will also be getting an 
update based on Marz’ vision of modernizing and refreshing the public 
face of the culinary program. There will be an emphasis on fresh and 
local foods, including an in-season farm share from NCC’s East 40 Gar-
den. In addition to the five-course prix-fixe dinner for which Hampton 
Winds is famous, there will also be a la carte items available for a 
faster dining experience on busy weeknights. 

Marz also plans to develop signature dishes for the restaurant that 
she hopes Hampton Winds will be known for. “We’re saying, ‘Yes, we’re a 
student-run restaurant, but we really know what we’re doing, too — we’ve 
got signature items that we want you to crave, to come back for,’” she said. 

Also in development are refreshed, student-inspired logos — for 
the Hampton Winds restaurant, for HW Express, and even one for the 
culinary program itself. 

Hampton Winds, NCC’s gourmet, stu-
dent-run restaurant, is celebrating its 25th 
year of showcasing the talents of culinary 
arts students. The program and restau-
rant started in 1993 as a labor of love for 
then-President Dr. Robert Kopecek. 

He recruited Duncan Howden, a Culi-
nary Institute of America (CIA)-trained 
chef, to set up a curriculum based on the 
CIA model. NCC’s Gates Center was built 
with Hampton Winds and its state-of-the-
art kitchen-classroom as an integral part 
of the blueprint. 

“We started off with maybe 30 people 
for dinner on a Monday,” recalls retired 
chef-instructor Scott Kalamar, who was 
there at the beginning. “Then we had 40 
on Tuesday and sold out our 60 or 70 seats 
by Friday. It just blossomed!”

“Hampton Winds is a virtual training 
ground to prepare students for restaurant 
work, and an excellent opportunity for the 
college to showcase the culinary program. 
And the patrons enjoy supporting the ed-
ucation of the students,” said Susan Roth, 
chef-instructor.

In the last 25 years, Hampton Winds 
has been the hands-on classroom for hun-
dreds of chefs, many of whom are running 
some of the most popular restaurants and 
kitchens in the Lehigh Valley and beyond. 
And with the current boom in restau-
rants, it’s certain there will be many more 
NCC-trained chefs at the helms of area 
eateries.

25 years of  
delightful dining

Chef Francine takes the heat as she 
ponders habanero peppers at the 
local produce market.
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“We do so much with the annual Food & Wine Festival, as well as 
other partnerships and competitions outside of Hampton Winds, and I 
wanted a logo that incorporated both NCC and the culinary program,” 
Marz explained.

Marz has traveled twice to New Orleans to accompany the students 
who won the Emeril Lagasse externship competition, announced 
every year at the Lehigh Valley Food & Wine Festival. In January, eight 
students participated in a week-long experience working at Emeril’s 
world-famous restaurants.

“This last trip, we worked at Emeril’s Boudin, Bourbon & Beer Festi-
val and the Carnivale du Vin. It was such great professional develop-
ment for the students. They got to meet and work with Emeril, Guy 
Fieri, Masaharu Morimoto, as well as experience the foods of New 
Orleans they’d been studying,” Marz said. 

“The experience was unforgettable!” said Hannah Georgis, one of the 
externship students. 

For Marz, the New Orleans trip was just another incredible example 
of what she said is a “high-end, world-class program that just happens 
to be at a community college.”

“I know it sounds cheesy, but it’s true — this college has the right 
ingredients to make the perfect recipe for success,” she said.

“I hope our students walk out of here with the skills and techniques 
and the passion to be successful. I tell them that the apron is like a 
backwards cape — when you put that chef coat on, you become a 
superhero. Being a chef is more than throwing food together. The more 
love and passion you can put into what you do, the more positive a 
reputation you’ll gain.” 
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Temple Grandin is a puzzle of humanity, a contradiction 

to our times, a living, breathing, in-the-flesh paradox.

She holds numerous academic and honorary degrees. 

Once named to Time magazine’s list of the 100 most in-

fluential people in the world, an Emmy award-winning 

movie chronicled her rise to fame. 

An acclaimed author and inventor, she lec tures around 

the world to sold-out crowds. 

She’s an expert in animal behavior and an in-demand 

consultant to the livestock industry. 

#Brilliant. #Gifted. #Inspiring. 

Yet there are other words that have been used to de-

scribe her: Autistic. Savant. Disabled. Abnormal. So-

cially deficit. High-functioning.

And therein lies the enigma of Temple Grandin. Hers 

is the story of the unexpected, of overcoming odds 

so great they defy the imagination, of hope and hard 

work. Hers is the story of triumph, the story of a bril-

liant mind that works in such an extraordinary way, 

she’s made an impact in a world that rarely prizes 

those who are less than perfect. 

By HEIDI BUTLER
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With her bright red kerchief necktie, be-
jeweled black shirt, leather belt and boots, 
the professor from Colorado State was easy 
to spot during her recent visit to NCC, one 
of three speaking engagements she had 
that week. 

This wasn’t just any guest from the 
West. It was Temple Grandin. THE Temple 
Grandin, internationally renowned inventor, 
educator, consultant and author, who by 
the way, has autism.

Listening to Grandin speak, it is hard to 
believe she was non-verbal until age 3 ½. She 
was also hypersensitive to touch and noise. 
To calm herself when she was young, she 
rocked. She spun. As a teen, she invented a 
“squeeze machine” or hug box that brings 
calming comfort to hypersensitive autistics. 

Other kids thought she was weird. She 
had trouble relating to people. Reading 
social cues still does not come easily, but 
her insights into animal behavior have rev-
olutionized the design of livestock handling 
systems around the world.

Interviewing Grandin is like riding the 
kind of roller coaster known as the Wild 
Mouse. Conversations move quickly and 
take sudden turns.  One minute you’re 
talking about cement. The next minute 

you’re talking about sneakers. It’s the way 
her mind works.  

 “Everything I think about is a picture,” 
she explains. “Give me a word that is not 
something in this room and not something 
common,” she commands. We’re in the 
Lehigh Valley. You say “cement.”  

“I’m seeing rotary dairy right now because 
upstairs I was talking to a person who had a 
problem with a rotary dairy, and then I talked 
about how you have to build it on a very, very 
strong concrete slab.  That’s how I went from 
cement to rotary dairy, and I was talking 
about airport construction and other work 
where you have to build very, very strong 
concrete. Now you see there’s a logic to that.”  

Not much was known about autism 
when Grandin was born in 1947.  When 
her development lagged other children’s, a 
doctor suggested her parents put her in an 
institution. Instead, her mother took her to 
a neurologist who recommended speech 
therapy. Her mother made sure she got it 
starting at age 2 ½. 

She also kept Temple busy at home, 
not allowing her to withdraw from family 
activities and requiring that she serve as 
a hostess, welcoming guests who came to 
the house even though social skills did not 

come naturally to her.
“My mother always knew just how to 

push me to stretch me just outside my 
comfort zone,” Grandin says.

Although she was diagnosed as brain 
damaged, Grandin attended a local school 
until the age of 14, when she got expelled 
for throwing a book at a classmate who 
was tormenting her. Her mother found a 
boarding school for children with emotional 
problems that would accept her. 

There a teacher named Mr. Carlock found 
a way to motivate her. If she wanted to 
learn why her “squeeze machine” brought 
relief from anxiety, she should study sci-
ence, he told her. Carlock was a scientist. He 
had worked with NASA. Now he launched 
Grandin on a trajectory that led to success.  

School continued to be a struggle, but 
Grandin’s curiosity propelled her forward. 
She went on to earn a bachelor’s degree in 
psychology from Franklin Pierce College, a 
master’s degree in animal science from Ari-
zona State University, and a doctorate in ani-
mal science from the University of Illinois.

Similar goals are not realistic for everyone 
with autism, says Grandin. “Autism is not a 
disease like tuberculous where you either 
have it or you don’t,” she explains. Instead it 

Grandin signed her book for 
adoring faculty and staff fans 

during her visit. 
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is a continuum. “At one end is a person who 
has mild sensory oversensitivity problems, 
and at the other end is the low-functioning 
person who receives jumbled inaccurate 
information both visually and aurally.”

Grandin believes early intervention (such 
as the speech therapy she received) is im-
portant for many children with autism. So 
is learning basic life skills like cooking, do-
ing laundry, grocery shopping, and ordering 
food in restaurants. “I’m seeing too many 
kids who are getting babied.”   

Around age 11, youngsters who are verbal 
should “start learning how to do a job on 
a schedule outside the home. Dog walking 
for the neighbors. Washing cars. All kinds of 
volunteer jobs outside the home where the 
family is not boss. Somebody else is boss. 
Learning how to work. I can’t emphasize 
that enough.”

Using herself as an example, Grandin 
continues, “Students get interested in stuff 
they get exposed to.” She was a city girl, 
born and raised in Boston. She didn’t expect 
spending a summer on her aunt’s ranch as 

a teenager to lead to a career, but it did. 
“That’s why I think it’s so important for 

kids to do a whole lot of different things,” 
she says. “If I hadn’t been exposed to the 
cattle industry, I wouldn’t be in the cattle 
industry. It’s that simple.”

It is a field in which she has excelled. In 
addition to designing equipment to mini-
mize the use of force in handling livestock 
around the world, she also developed a 
five-step numerical scoring system as an 
objective way to assess the treatment of 
animals in meat-packing plants. 

“That is probably what made the biggest 
difference” in the way animals are treated, 
she says. Although some have criticized her 
for her involvement with slaughterhouses, 
she views her work as reducing suffering. 

In achieving that goal, she believes her 
unusual way of thinking and her hypersen-
sitivity to noise have been an asset because 
she is able to “see” what animals see and 
to address their fear of reflections, chains 
hanging down, vehicles parked along a 
fence and disturbing sounds.

The world can benefit from people who 
think in different ways, Grandin insists, 
pointing to “the Boeing mess” and the 
meltdown at the Fugishima nuclear plant 
in Japan. She believes both disasters might 
have been averted if visual thinkers had 
been involved. Visual thinkers can “see risk” 
in ways that engineers and mathematicians 
sometimes can’t, she contends.  

Over the years, Grandin has become 
better known for speaking and writing 
about autism than for revolutionizing cattle 
handling, but she views animal science as 
her main career. It worries her when young 
people with autism view the condition as 
their primary identity.

“Half of the programmers in Silicon Valley 
are on the spectrum, but they avoid the au-
tism label,” she points out.  “Business comes 
first.  Young kids get a label, and they get a 
handicap mentality.”

That’s Grandin.  Pragmatic.  Direct.  No 
nonsense.  Constantly curious and seeking 
new knowledge.  

Asked if she believes in a soul and life 
after death, she gets a faraway look in her 
eyes. “I’m seeing a picture of the Hubble 
Deep Space Field that I got from NASA,” 
she reports. “It shows hundreds of galaxies 
in space. When I think about the great un-
knowns, that’s what I think about.  

“My generation did something really great 
with the space program,” she says. “Why do 
we build something like the Hubble tele-
scope?  It’s the urge to explore.  You want to 
know.”

The Wild Mouse ride is coming to an end. 
We’ve been traveling at the speed of light. 
From cement to “the Boeing mess” to outer 
space and eternity, what a fascinating ride 
it’s been! 

Grandin’s lecture attracted a packed house 
of more than 2,000 to NCC’s Spartan Center.

My mother always knew 
just how to push me to 
stretch me just outside 
my comfort zone.
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GRANDIN’S FAVORITE — AND NOT-SO-FAVORITE — THINGS
RECENT READS:  

Coders: The Making of a New 
Tribe and the Remaking of the 
World by Clive Thompson; 
Educated: A Memoir by Tara 
Westover.

A GREAT MOVIE:  
Avatar

FAVORITE SONG:  
Stairway to Heaven

PET PEEVE:  
Bureaucracy

#METOO MOMENTS:  
As an undergraduate study-
ing psychology, Grandin was 
thrilled when she got the op-
portunity to meet B. F. Skinner 
until he commented on her 
legs. “You may look, but you 
may not touch,” she told him. 
Working in the male-dominat-
ed cattle industry, she found 
discrimination against women 
to be more of an obstacle to 
success than autism.

REWARDING MOMENTS:  
It’s satisfying when people 
come up to me and say “I 
pushed my kid, and he’s doing 
great” or when a corral system 
I designed works. I like specific 
outcomes.

BIGGEST TURN ON:  
Solving problems
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Olu Stewart hails from the Republic of Trinidad and 
Tobago, a twin-island country that is the southernmost 
nation of the West Indies in the Caribbean, just off the 
coast of Venezuela. In search of a better life, he traded 
the tropical climate and northeast trade winds for a 
shot at something better in the United States. 

His first experiences in New York and New Jersey felt 
unfamiliar to him and nothing like home. A move to 
the Lehigh Valley changed that.  

“It’s so friendly here it reminds me of Trinidad where 
everyone knows each other,” Stewart says.  “The Lehigh 
Valley is more laid-back and family-oriented.” 

That friendliness is one of the reasons why Stewart 
not only wanted to live in the Lehigh Valley, he wants to 
work here, too. Commuting back and forth to his airline 
industry job in Newark, New Jersey, left little free time to 
spend with his wife Sidelle and their three active boys.

“It is a good job with good benefits, but it was time 
to move on,” Stewart said about the job he held for 12 

The  
upside  
  of 
upskilling

By E.J. GOUDY
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years. Not only was the commute wearing, but the out-
door job exposed him to the elements and was physi-
cally demanding. “It doesn’t seem like a good long-term 
option,” he said.

Plus, Stewart was interested in more than just a job, 
he wanted a career. “I used muscle and brawn in my job 
but I always wanted a skill.” So when his wife brought 
home a flier from her workplace about a free Precision 
Machining Program at NCC, Stewart decided to enter 
the program. “You have to keep learning to better your-
self,” he said. 

Stewart is grateful for the support of his wife, family, 
teachers and classmates who have been “positive and 
encouraging.” He also mentions the flexibility of the 
skills he has developed, saying, “You can take machin-

ing anywhere in the world.”
Stewart is not alone in his quest for new skills. Many 

others have undergone career transition or upskilling 
through NCC’s certification and training opportuni-
ties. Upskilling describes the process through which 
workers acquire new workplace skills that can help 
them advance in their careers or take on new roles 
and responsibilities. It makes them more valuable to 
their organization and more highly sought after in the 
broader job market. 

Lauren Loeffler, vice president of workforce develop-
ment and community education and the dean of NCC’s 
Fowler Family Southside Center, says that in learning 

The Precision Machining 
Program at NCC gave 

Olu Stewart the chance 
to acquire new skills he 

had sought to enter a new 
career track. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 70
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R
ichard Master is a man 
who wears many titles. 

He’s CEO for a multi-
million-dollar company, 
chairman of the board 
and an award-winning 
film producer. He’s also 
a community leader, 
dedicated husband, 
loving father, and most 

recently, mastermind of a Medicare for All plan 
that is attracting national attention. 

It all makes him a rather interesting fellow, 
and an ideal candidate for NCC’s Hal Shaffer 
Executive-in-Residence, a role he played with 
exceptional gracefulness this spring, much to 
the delight of the many students he interacted 
with during his time on campus. 

Master, who graduated from the University of 
Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business and 
Columbia University’s School of Law, is per-
haps best known for the company he founded 
in 1980. That’s when he officially changed the 
name of his family’s business from Easton Box 
Company to MCS Industries. Easton Box Com-

pany was founded by Richard’s father Harry in 
1948 as a manufacturer of rigid paper boxes for 
the apparel industry. 

Richard purchased the company after his fa-
ther’s death in 1973, leaving behind his career 
as a lawyer. In 1980, he ventured into the fram-
ing industry and in 1981 MCS manufactured 
its first picture frame. Since then, MCS has 
become the nation’s leading supplier of picture 
frames and decorative mirrors, selling to major 
mass market retailers with $250 million in 
annual sales. 

Master certainly lived up to his name during 

his visit to NCC. A true master of business, he 
shared his values and what he has learned 
along the way at a round table discussion and 
keynote address with students, faculty and 
staff on the Bethlehem campus. 

Master sat down with NCC students who par-
ticipated in the Center for Innovation and Entre-
preneurship’s Pitch Competition, discussing their 
inventions and ideas. From a wireless charger 
to an ultraviolet activated eyeliner and mirror, 
Master was impressed with what he heard. 

He stressed the importance of developing 
solid prototypes with the group, and spoke 
about the need for funding. “If you can’t 
cultivate your own resources, you have to find 
them. But, at what cost? Venture capitalists 
may charge you exorbitant rates of return on 
your product. A community loan may be a bet-
ter place to start,” Master stressed. 

Students wanted to know the secret to de-
signing products that get noticed. Master, whose 
company introduces 2,000 new products each 
year, said it takes a village to do that at MCS. 
“We have in-house engineers, product designers 
and graphic artists who help develop products 
from concept through prototype, and product 
managers that are charged with bringing them 
successfully to market,” he said.

MCS works with the largest retailers in North 
America, like Target, Home Depot, Walmart and 
Amazon. But being a successful consumer prod-
ucts manufacturer isn’t the only end game for 
Master. He believes he has a duty to give back to 
his community and tackle social issues. To that 
end, he embraces the role of “positive disrupter, 
an advocate and facilitator of change.”

That spurred his passionate interest in 
health care, triggered by the relentless annual 
cost increases in commercial insurance rates 
the company and employees have been experi-
encing. Master responded during a several year 
period, producing three documentaries, Fix It: 
Health care at the Tipping Point, Big Pharma: 
Market Failure and Big Money Agenda: Democ-
racy on the Brink, all on the topic of universal 
health care. In 2017, he was integral in the cre-
ation of the Business Initiative for Health Policy 
(BIHP), located in Washington, D.C., an educa-
tion and advocacy effort focused on advancing 
adoption of a Medicare for All system.

 “I believe that the business discipline is ap-
propriately utilized for social change,” he said. 
“Entrepreneurs are analytical and data driven. 
We will go anywhere in the world to study best 
practices. While others may be emotionally or 
personally driven, we approach topics with a 
business mindset and emphasis on efficiency 
and prudence. And that can be a healthy ap-
proach to social issues.” 

Richard Master, 
NCC’s Hal Shaffer 

Executive-in-Residence 
this spring, has  

found a calling in 
leading “positive dis-

ruption” and  
facilitating change  
on a national level.

MASTER DISRUPTER

Master, right, talks entrepreneurship 
with an NCC student during his  
term as Executive-in-Residence.

By  
MIA  

ROSSI
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MASTER DISRUPTER

A true master of business, Richard Master 
shared what he values and has learned 

during his 45-plus-year career at a round 
table discussion and keynote address 

during the Executive-In-Residence event 
held on NCC’s Bethlehem Campus.

NCC’s Executive in Residence program is made possible by an  
endowment established in 1985 and funded by Jack and Cecile  
Shaffer in memory of their son Hal Shaffer. The program allows  
students to learn from the area’s most successful business leaders.
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It was her junior year. With a few 
minutes left in the first half of the 
girls’ varsity basketball game, Yatsko 
went up for an offensive rebound, as 
she’d done a thousand times before. 
As she came down, she banged heads 
with a girl on the other team. The in-
jury appeared minor to onlookers. But 
Yatsko sensed it might be far more.  
And she was right. Her eight-year 
journey had officially begun. 

“I was completely out of it. I was 
confused and in a lot of pain,” said 
Yatsko. She kept playing anyway. After 
all, that’s what she did. She was an 
athlete, and a good one at that.  She 
struggled for the next couple days. 
Then, after a game two days later, she 
collapsed in the locker room. 

Yatsko was first diagnosed with 
a brain contusion, just a bruise she 
thought. But mentally and physical-
ly she knew she wasn’t right, so she 
sought other medical opinions and 
was later diagnosed with a concus-
sion. The treatment — a concoction 
of pills and injections. But to no avail; 
nothing was helping.

Struggling to concentrate as she 
dealt with a near constant brain fog 
and confusion, Yatsko was forced to 
begin a homebound program for the 
remaining years of high school. “I lost 
my identity,” she said. “I got hit in the 
head playing organized basketball 
and was now dependent on others. 
Prior to the injury I prided myself on 
being a leader and self-sufficient.”  
Those days had ended, for now. 

But the worst was yet to come. Yats-
ko’s condition deteriorated. She had a 
difficult time walking and maintaining 
her balance. Her speech was affected 
and she began to stutter. Medication 
she was given led her to feel, as she 
put it, like a zombie. Then there was 
the onset of debilitating migraines. 

It all left her with little of the life 
she used to know. She had no choice 
but to retreat to her house. There, 
frequently in the dark or sleeping, she 
began feeling isolated, cut off from 
friends and her old self.  “Sleep was 
better than life at the time because 
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By MIA ROSSI

EIGHT YEARS. THAT’S HOW LONG IT TOOK  
Tracy Yatsko to regain her life after it fell apart in 

2005.    From the time she began biddy basketball as 

a youngster, the Tamaqua, Pennsylvania, native prided 

herself on being an athlete. “Sports teach you how to be 

a leader and give you motivation to consistently better 

yourself,” she said.    Yatsko excelled on the basketball 

and track and field teams at Tamaqua High School. She 

even won a state medal in track and field for the long 

jump, and an athletic scholarship was in reach. Yes, her 

future was looking quite bright.    But a fleeting mo-

ment during a basketball game brought her hopes and 

dreams to a screeching halt.  

Yatsko on set at Ch. 39. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 73
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After years of battling the effects of a debilitating 
brain injury, Tracy Yatsko ‘15 has not only found the 

solace she long sought, she’s now thriving as a  
successful talk show host and television producer at 

the region’s top public television affiliate, PBS39.  
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A
nne-Marie Serfass has never met a chal-
lenge she didn’t like, or take!

And so when she was deployed as a 
Navy Reservist from 2005 to 2006, she 
didn’t shrink at the thought of what was to 
come. She took leave from her job as a ra-
diographer at Advanced Radiology and left 

her young son behind with her husband to report to the radiol-
ogy department at a naval hospital in Portsmouth, Virginia. 

She remained there until duty called her to work for part of 
the year on the USNS Comfort, a hospital ship that provided 
medical support and humanitarian aid for victims of Hurri-
cane Katrina.

After her deployment concluded and she returned home, 
she found work with Lehigh Valley Health Network. The NCC 
radiography graduate heard her new employer was looking for 
someone to take their show on the road, working on a mobile 
breast screening van. It was a challenge Serfass couldn’t re-
sist. Before long, she once again found herself at the precipice 
of something new.  

“I thought it sounded like something different and that it 
would be fun,” said Serfass, 52. “I guess I was just ready for a 
change.”

She may have gotten a little more change than she bar-
gained for. As it turned out, her new role as a mobile mam-
mography technician required her to earn a commercial 
driver’s license (CDL) to operate the 40-plus-foot motor coach, 
which travels the region to provide mammograms.

“To get the job, I had to get my CDL,” Serfass said. Of 
course, she knew right where to head for the necessary 
training — NCC! Before long, the always fearless Serfass had 
enrolled in the college’s high-demand, semi-macho truck 
driver training program.

“I even gave up my family vacation to go to CDL school in 
Tannersville,” she said.

The program was held last August, with Serfass the only 
woman in her class. In four weeks, she learned to master the 
36,000-pound coach that serves women in the Lehigh Valley 
and beyond. 

“It was the hottest time of the whole year, and I’d spend my 
days crawling under the truck and getting grease in my hair,” 
she said.

 Serfass learned about vehicle control systems, defensive 
driving, emergency equipment, pre-trip inspections, Depart-
ment of Transportation rules and regulations, speed and space 
management and other topics pertinent to driving a large, 
commercial vehicle. 

“There was an awful lot to learn” she said. “It was stressful, 
but I got a lot of support, both from the other members of my 
class and my colleagues at work.”

At the end of the program, Serfass had earned a Class B CDL 
and was ready to hit the road. She’s been driving and working 
in the mobile screening van ever since.

 The colorful coach gets a lot of attention as it moves from 
place to place.

“It’s a blast,” Serfass said. “I’m ecstatic that I did it. I abso-
lutely love being out and meeting people right where they are.”

An open, empathetic person, Serfass connects with the 
women she serves in the van. 

“Some of the women who come in don’t have anyone else 
to talk to, and they open up to me,” she said. “I love talking to 
them and hearing about their lives. It helps me to put my life 
in perspective a lot of times.”

She also is encouraged that the mobile screening coach 
enables women who might otherwise not have access to 
mammograms.

“We get women who haven’t been able to get a mammo-
gram for a couple of years, but now they have a place to go,” 
Serfass said. “All they have to do is look for the big pink van.”

Also, mammograms provided in the van are 3D mammo-
grams, which employ the latest technology in imaging.

Lehigh Valley Health Network recently hired a second coach 
driver, who shares the driving duty with Serfass and registers 
patients.

“She’s been driving for eight years, so she can give me some 
good tips,” Serfass said. “We are quite the team on this rig.” 

She credits NCC for not only teaching her how to drive a 
commercial vehicle, but for much of her overall career success.

“Northampton has been amazing for me,” she said. “This 
school made it possible for me to have a good career as a ra-
diographer technologist and then was here for me again when 
I needed to get the CDL.”

Equipped now with her CDL, Serfass is looking ahead. 
“Things seem to be going well, and I hope I can do this for 

a long time,” she said. “I never thought I’d be in this situation. 
It’s amazing.” 

“We get women who haven’t been able to get 
a mammogram for a couple of years, but  

now they have a place to go.”

Anne-Marie Serfass ’01 delivers health care to women in need behind the wheel of a 36,000-pound mobile mammography unit.
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 Ticket  
         to  Ride By SUSAN SHELLY
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Calling to 
TEACH, 
heart to  
PREACH

Jose Eliud Ruiz first felt a calling to be an evangelical 
pastor when he was just 12. Four years later, it was 
mission accomplished. 

With bible in hand, the 16-year-old was well on his 
way to opening people’s hearts and transforming their 
minds by the power of God’s word and message of 
salvation. 

Fast-forward 38 years. Now a youthful 54, Ruiz has 
traveled the world, spreading the Good Word, visiting 
Kenya, Honduras, Mexico and other countries to work 
with churches and preach the Gospel. It is something 
that comes naturally to the Trans-Bridge Lines tour 
manager who has logged thousands of miles across 
some 40 states during his 25-year career as a tour man-
ager in Allentown. 

His next stop, however, was somewhat unexpected. 
Jose Eliud Ruiz the preacher wanted to become Jose Eli-
ud Ruiz the teacher, trading in his passport and pulpit 
for a lectern and lesson plan. It didn’t take long for the 

Allentown resident to find his path to Northampton 
Community College to take the first step to enroll at 
NCC with the goal of becoming a history teacher. 

It was a natural move for Ruiz, who has been teach-
ing in some form since he was a child in Yauco, Puerto 
Rico. He lived there until he was 10 and moved with 
his family to the United States. “Teaching has been my 
desire since I was born,” he said. “In Puerto Rico instead 
of playing baseball or cops and robbers, I would play 
teacher.”

He would gather other children and teach them how 
to spell their names.

“I had a piece of cardboard for my chalkboard, and I 
used a piece of carbon from my mother’s stove to write 
on it,” he said. “I’ve always been a teacher in my heart.”

The secondary education major expects to graduate 
from NCC in August and then hopes to continue his 
education at Moravian College, earning his bachelor’s 
degree and teaching certificate en route to becoming 
a history teacher in one of the local high schools. But 
Ruiz had always dreamed of combining his love of 
teaching with his love of preaching by traveling to parts 
of the world where biblical characters such as St. Paul 
the Apostle and great philosophers such as Aristotle 
lived and worked.

“It was a desire of my heart to go to where Paul had 
gone, and to see the places where Aristotle did his 
writing,” explained Ruiz. “But, I didn’t have the financial 
resources to do that.”

Thanks to an NCC Foundation scholarship, Ruiz, 
the father of six and grandfather of 15, spent a week 
in Rome last spring and two weeks in Greece over the 
summer as part of study abroad programs.

The trips, he said, were like dreams that came true.
“They were a true blessing to me,” he said. “It was a 

chance to fulfill my dream of traveling to those places, 
and I now have experienced some of the history that I 
will someday teach to my students.”

By SUSAN  
SHELLY

CONTINUED ON PAGE 69
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“I had a piece of  

cardboard for my 

chalkboard, and I  

used a piece of  

carbon from my  

mother’s stove to write 

on it. I’ve always been 

a teacher in my heart.”

— Jose Eliud Ruiz
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Self-

Made
John Pequeno ’02 learned 
early the lessons of labor 
and sacrifice — and they 
made him the successful 

innovator he is today. By BRIAN PEDERSEN

Pequeno has never forgotten 
his roots in South Bethlehem 
that forged his work ethic.
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ohn Pequeno always knew he wanted to run his own com-
pany. When he was just 9, he started his first job as a paper-
boy in Southside Bethlehem. Delivering the day’s headlines 
in the shadows of the once mighty Bethlehem Steel, he trod 
the same ground as tough-as-nails union workers who once 
ran the plant’s massive coke ovens.

On the other side of town, at the base of ‘ole South Moun-
tain, sat Lehigh University with some of the nation’s most 
sophisticated technology labs and brightest engineering 
minds. 

Both would influence the young Pequeno. His determined 
work ethic would combine with a tech savvy and entrepre-
neurial spirit to spawn an innovator and business builder 
who would one day find himself at the helm of successful 
companies.  

BETHLEHEM BORN
Pequeno had Southside blood in his roots, from the day he 

was born in St. Luke’s Hospital in Fountain Hill. It’s helped 
to reinforce a work ethic that he saw modeled in his par-
ents, Silverio and Deolinda, who immigrated to the United 

States from Portugal. 
“The upbringing of my parents is very, very different from 

mine,” Pequeno says. “They were born in the early 1950s in 
Portugal. During their entire childhood, their country was 
run under a dictatorship. They both were only able to attain 
a fourth-grade education, the standard graduating educa-
tion level at the time in Portugal.”

Growing up, Pequeno witnessed firsthand how hard work 
was integral to success, even if it meant making the inevita-
ble sacrifices. Having a father who often put in long hours, 
he thought it was normal to have dinner at 9 p.m., when his 
dad would finally arrive home. 

That work ethic led him to Northampton Community Col-
lege where he fit right in, obtaining nearly 55 credits. “Any 
opportunity is what you make of it,” he said. “NCC provided 
the resources to help me become successful, and prepared 
me to go to the next level,” Pequeno said. 

That level was Lehigh University, where he earned his 
computer engineering degree in 2004. He followed with 
his master’s degree in computer engineering, also from 
Lehigh.  

J
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AN ENTREPRENEUR AT HEART 
Throughout his college career, Pequeno worked full time 

for his brother’s internet startup company. While there, he 
did everything from customer support, editorial develop-
ment, sales and marketing to business development, and 
eventually, software engineering. 

“Working in that startup environment was a lot of fun,” 
says Pequeno. “It also taught me how to grow a technology 
business, and all of the aspects of operating it.”

After college, he began working for Lutron Electronics, 
the global manufacturer of lighting control products based 
in Coopersburg. While Lutron has been around for more 
than 50 years, and is now the leader in the lighting control 
and management category, it began simply as a startup in 
the trunk of Lutron founder Joel Spira’s car. This intrigued 
Pequeno but it didn’t scratch the itch to create a startup of 
his own.

In November 2005, he finally cut the corporate cord as 
he began working on his own company, Ideal Concepts, to 
connect customers to health insurance products through a 
technology-driven platform. 

Pequeno pursued his passion by forging a solution for 
insurance marketing in the wake of the Affordable Care Act. 
The launch of the ACA was a time of great change for the 
insurance industry. Where some saw concern, Pequeno saw 
opportunity. 

For Ideal Concepts, he created a sales platform, SalesRa-
dix, which gives agents real-time leads, dialing capabilities, 
a client relationship manager, a private health insurance 
exchange and a host of other sales services.

He now has 65 employees based at his Allentown head-
quarters, and about 500 captive insurance agents who work 
all over the country. The firm has expanded to provide 
services for Medicare and life insurance as well as health 
insurance. Things have gone so well that in March of this 
year, Ideal Concepts was named one of the region’s top 
workplaces for the third year in a row, much to the pleasure 
of Pequeno.

“It’s always such an honor, considering it’s our own 
employees who vote us in,” he says. “We’ve worked hard to 
improve our benefits package and other offerings over the 
past year, in order to recruit and retain the best employees 
in the Lehigh Valley.”

During the next two years, Pequeno has big plans to 
nearly triple the size of his company to 200 employees, and 
add auto and home insurance offerings to round out his 
company’s insurance product portfolio.

His company’s long-term goal is to “become the largest 
transactional insurance marketing company in the world. 
Our mission is to provide flawless solutions through re-
markable service to every client.”

Judging from the looks of it, he is well on his way! 

After earning 55 
credits at NCC, 
Pequeno’s next 
move was to Lehigh 
University, where he 
earned his computer 
engineering degree 
in 2004. He followed 
with his master’s 
degree in computer 
engineering, also 
from Lehigh.
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Any opportunity
is what you make 
of it. NCC provided  
the resources to 
help me become 
successful, and 
prepared me to go 
to the next level.
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ave Meyers wasn’t even born when Billy Joel brought the eyes and the ears of the world 
to Allentown with his breakout song of the same name. It was 1982 and Joel’s lyrics res-

onated with the heart of the nation, not just Lehigh Valley locals, as he sang about troubled 
times, blue collar America and the frustrations of the working class.

Well we’re living here in Allentown
And they’re closing all the factories down
Out in Bethlehem they’re killing time
Filling out forms
Standing in line 

Meyers ’14 isn’t having any of it in 2019. The NCC grad is too busy conjuring sprawling office build-
ings and hip new restaurants as he takes on the challenge of rebranding today’s downtown Allentown. 
As art director for Center City Allentown (CCA), a visionary real estate development and management 
company launched in 2011, Meyers has had a hand in many of the firm’s largest projects. 

During the last several years, CCA has invested $455 million in the downtown area to develop more 
than 1.4 million square feet of premium office space, upscale retail and restaurants locations as well 
as luxurious living spaces. In the process, CCA has helped attract 3,000-plus new residents to live and 
work in the area over the last five years.

A native of the Lehigh Valley, Meyers grew up in a creative environment. His parents always en-
couraged him to be as creative as possible and to express himself though art classes, photography 
and music. “We always had music on in our house, and my parents were always taking me to see 
live music.” Meyers said. “I got my first guitar when I was 10 and started making movies with a VHS 
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    Allure
Allentown  

Selling the

of

camera when I was 11.” 
The fact that he can utilize multiple artistic skillsets is what attracted him to the graphic design pro-

fession. At CCA, he’s a jack of all trades: producing logos, print design, branded environment experienc-
es, photography, video and marketing support. 

He credits the NCC communication design program’s portfolio review day, which is not common in 
most colleges, for providing an opportunity to present his work to a potential 30 design professionals. 
One of those professionals was a senior member of CCA’s team, Jane Heft, who recruited him for a de-
sign position five years ago. Every year since, he goes back to NCC to talk with students on the impor-
tance of portfolio review day.

Meyers has a hand in every CCA development project. He’s tasked with attracting people and busi-
nesses to downtown Allentown by designing “branded environment experiences.” While a property is 
under development, Meyers is responsible for devising a design/marketing plan that includes the nam-
ing and branding of the property, video promotions and testimonials, artwork, presentations and social 
media assets, all while using Allentown’s urban allure as a backdrop. 

Meyers says, “The most challenging aspect of attracting people to downtown Allentown has been the 
stigma that downtown Allentown is unsafe and blighted. Our jobs at City Center are rooted in making 
this city a better place and getting the word out that downtown Allentown is a secure, thriving city 
that’s a great place to work, live and raise a family.”

Some of the work Meyers is proudest of includes the branding of The Dime and Queen City BBQ, 
two downtown Allentown restaurants with their own distinct style and atmosphere. The Dime is an 
elegant restaurant that overlooks the city’s center square. Queen City BBQ is a fun smoked meats and 
sandwich establishment with outdoor seating. Meyers described both projects as challenging, but 

By LUIS VAZQUEZ
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extremely fulfilling. 
The branding of the Downtown Allentown Market, a new 

food hall on the ArtsWalk that will serve the thousands of 
workers and residents of the downtown area, is next on his 
dance card, a project that Meyers thinks has great potential. 
“Can’t wait to get started on that one,” he said. 

When Meyers is not working on graphic design, he turns to 
side projects in photography and making music as another 
creative outlet. He plays multiple instruments and records 
music that he’s compiled into several albums. He also travels 
and takes architecture and nature photos, all of which pro-
vide inspiration for his design work. “It’s important to keep 
myself busy creatively, because it fuels the energy for my 
day job.”

As downtown Allentown grows, Meyers hopes to grow 
along with it. He sees himself advancing at CCA. “There’s a 
raw energy to this place. It’s still exciting to see my work on 
the sides of buildings and to see people enjoy the branding 
and atmosphere in the restaurants.” 

He says. “I grew up going to shows and playing music in 
Allentown, and the fact that I’m back in Allentown helping 
to make it a better place, it’s all very exciting.”

When asked what it was like to see his design work be-
come a reality for the first time, Meyers recalls, “It was pretty 
surreal seeing my work come to life. My first big project was 
to create the brand for Roar Social House. 

“I was so excited to see my work but more so to see people 
in the restaurant enjoying their time and commenting on 
the overall design of the space. I won a gold Addy Award 
for the restaurant design that year. This sparked a love for 
branding in me, and I haven’t slowed down since.” 

And in the process, he’s doing his own small part to van-
quish the ghost of Billy Joel’s Allentown. Perhaps the allure 
of all the changes Meyers has been a part of will attract the 
music legend to the PPL Center, where he’ll sing a different 
tune about the city he made famous. 

Dave Meyers credits the NCC communication design program’s portfolio 
review day for providing an opportunity to present his work to 30 design 
professionals — including the one that eventually hired him at CCA.
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Meyers contemplates the changing Allentown 
skyline … one that he has helped to shape.
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Growing up during Liberia’s first civil 
war as a member of an ethic minority 
meant that Roosevelt Totaye called a 
refugee camp home.

The camps in Ivory Coast and Ghana were 
cruel places to live; illness and violence were 
commonplace. Tents and, later, makeshift 
shacks provided the only shelter.

Totaye vividly remembers how the camps 
would change when American Red Cross or 
International Rescue Committee nurses arrived 
to administer immunizations. Mothers were 
smiling with relief, filled with the hope that their 

children could grow up healthy, he said.
“I grew up knowing nurses to be my heroes,” 

Totaye, 36, of Allentown, said. “One day, I want 
to be like them. I want to help people.” Totaye 
got to become one of those people, a nurse. He 
graduated in January from NCC and received his 
nursing degree.

But the moment was never guaranteed. It 
meant huge sacrifice. Years spent away from 
his wife, daughter, who is now 14, and family. 

Going almost 5,000 miles from home to reinvent 
himself. Juggling working full time with going to 
school full time while continuing to provide for 
his extended family in Africa. And there’s been 
almost insurmountable grief.

Shortly after he was accepted to the nursing 
program, he and wife lost their six-month old 
daughter, Abigail, who was born with an atrial 
ventricle heart defect and spent her life in the 
hospital.

There’s also been joy. He became a U.S. citizen, 
a homeowner and a foster dad (taking in 40 kids 
and counting). His older daughter and family 
joined them from Africa.

Totaye celebrated his graduation with his wife, 
Oretha; his daughter, Rosemary; his three foster 
children; his mother; and his mother-in-law 
all by his side. But he says he’s not done with 
school. He hopes to one day become a physician 
or a physician assistant.

“I would love to apply to the United Nations 
and go to a disaster area and help people like I 
was helped,” Totaye said. “I know what they are 
feeling right now and they can see myself on the 
other side right now.”

He is working as a nurse at Lehigh Valley 
Hospital-Muhlenberg and he’s already started 
classes for his bachelor of science degree at East 
Stroudsburg University.

“It will take a long time but I will get there. 
Waiting to be a physician is not a bad time to 
wait,” he said. “It is way better than a lot of the 
other waiting in my life.”

And boy has there been waiting.
In 1989, when Totaye was 8 years old, rebel 

forces invaded his native Nimba County — the 
Liberian equivalent of an American state — 
attacking civilians and burning villages to the 

 Following in the footsteps of  
 HEROES
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Roosevelt Totaye ’19 graduated from 

Northampton Community College in 

January, earning a diploma that was 

years in the making, but it was an  

accomplishment dwarfed by the  

road he traveled to get there. 
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ground. Liberia has five ethnic tribes, and the rebel 
leader used the history of conflict among these 
tribes to his advantage, Totaye explained.

Each county has its own traditional culture and 
dialect while every tribe also has its own way of 
life and language, he said. Totaye’s family is part 
of the Krahm tribe, which has its own county, but 
resided in Nimba. Once the war came to their 
county, the majority Gio tribe thought the sub-
set of Krahm people should return to their home 
county, but the Krahms there rejected them.

“This group is still marginalized today and that 
is the group I belong to,” Totaye said. “They said, 
‘You are from the area of our enemies.’”

When the rebels attacked in the night, his family 
fled into the bush, hiding for about a week and 
making their way across the river to Ivory Coast.

“You are hearing them shooting and you don’t 
know which way to go,” he said.

Because attacks occurred in the dead of the 
night, people often jumped out the first available 
window, fleeing in chaos, separated from family 
and children.

“When fight or flight kicks in, you can do any-
thing,” he said.

So, then there was waiting in the camps, hoping 
and praying the missing were just still making the 
treacherous journey.

Eventually, as the war across the border wors-
ened and spilled across, life in the Ivory Coast 
camp became too dangerous for a teenage boy, so 
Totaye’s mother sent him alone to another camp 

in Ghana. At 15, he made his way across the coun-
try and into Ghana alone.

“A refugee is not really free. The only advantage 
of being a refugee is you aren’t running every day 
from a gun,” Totaye said. “I really, really, really ap-
preciate the time I spent in Ivory Coast and Ghana 
because they gave us shelter. But we saw what our 
parents experienced.”

He repaired shoes and made bricks out of soil to 
get by in the Buduburam Refugee Camp, where he 
encountered many people from his village. People 
are still living in the camp today.

“I want to open the eyes of people to realize 
you don’t know what freedom is until you lose it,” 
Totaye said.

He met his wife when he was 18; they began 
dating two years later. The couple welcomed their 
daughter Rosemary in 2004. Then in 2006, Ore-
tha immigrated to the United States without the 
family. She spent four years working as a certified 
nursing assistant, saving and sending money back 
to Ghana. During that time, Oretha discovered 
NCC, where she learned English and earned her 
certificate, Totaye said.

She returned to Ghana in 2010 and the couple 
wed on April 13 of that year. Then, Totaye returned 
to Liberia to begin the process of obtaining an im-
migrant visa. Finally, in August of 2012 he was able 
to join Oretha in Allentown. They were overjoyed 
to finally be in the same place together.

He began working at the Lutron Electronics 
factory in Fogelsville via a staffing agency and en-

rolled at NCC at the urging of his wife. He started 
taking general ed classes with the aim of earning a 
seat in the college’s competitive nursing program.

“It was a whole new world but I was able to con-
quer it and get used to it,” Totaye said of the U.S. 
education system.

The couple moved to a bigger apartment in an-
ticipation of Abigail’s birth. Sadly, she never came 
home, instead going to St. Christopher’s Hospital.

The months after her birth were spent working 
12-hour shifts, squeezing in classes and driving to 
the hospital to bring Abigail breastmilk and sit by 
her side. Totaye barely slept in those months, but 
that was nothing compared to the pain of losing 
his child.

“At that point, I thought I was strong. I’m not,” 
Totaye said. “When Abigail passed, I saw how weak 
I was and (my wife) became strong.”

He tried to plow ahead with the nursing program 
in the fall of 2015, telling no one about the loss of 
his daughter. But he floundered. His first semester 
grades stood in sharp contrast to his earlier grades 
and his professor brought him in for a meeting.

When he shared his story, NCC staff encouraged 
him to withdraw from the program and connected 
him with counseling services. He balked, afraid to 
give up his seat in the competitive program. They 
promised to hold his place.

“They told me, use this spring and summer to 
clear your mind, get whatever help you can and by 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 68

Totaye on the job 
at Lehigh Valley 
Health Network’s 
Muhlenberg 
campus.
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1992
Thomas Appleman (criminal justice) of 
Stockertown is a police officer at Moravian 
College in Bethlehem.

1996
Christine Rushton (library technical assis-
tant) of Springfield has been promoted from 
her position as technical services librarian 
to library director. Christine has worked for 
the Springfield Library for almost 30 years. 
She earned a master’s degree from Drexel 
University.

1998
Sonja Dewing (general studies) of Albuquer-
que, NM is a published novelist. “Toy of the 
Gods” was published in December 2017. She 
went on a trip to the Amazon to write her novel.

2000
Trevor Colahan (engineering) and Diana 
Colahan ’02 (business administration) of 
Easton are the proud parents of Patrick James 
Colahan, who was born on Sept. 30, 2018, 
weighing 8 pounds 9 ounces and measuring 
20 1/2 inches long.

2005
William Sclama (general studies) of High-
land Falls, NY has recently joined Boeing in 
St. Louis, MO as a senior learning manager. 
He was previously the director of curriculum 
at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. 
He also served a tour of duty in Kosovo and 
Iraq. William earned a bachelor’s degree in 
criminology at DeSales University, master’s 
in public information at John Jay College, 
and a master’s in higher education/higher 
education administration at the University of 
Louisville. 

2006
Brandy Lynn Padilla (criminal justice) of 
Kunkletown is an enrolled graduate student 
in the College of Business Management 
and the College of Arts & Sciences at East 
Stroudsburg University. The East Stroudsburg 
University Chapter of the Association of Penn-
sylvania State College and University Retired 
Faculties has recently announced that Brandy 
is one of two recipients selected for a $500 
scholarship for the spring 2019 semester. 
Brandy is a case manager with Meals on 
Wheels in Bethlehem and is a member on the 
executive board of the Lehigh Valley Aging in 
Place Coalition.

2007
Karen Trebitz (liberal arts) of Pullman, 
WA is a teaching assistant at the University 
of Idaho. She received a bachelor’s degree 
in biology at East Stroudsburg University 
and a master’s degree in environmental 
science from Washington State University. 
She expects to receive a Ph.D. in water 
resources by December 2019. Her daughter, 
Jessica Burns, is an NCC alumna who earned 
Sanofi Pasteur’s scholarship/tuition waiver 
to East Stroudsburg University. She earned a 
bachelor’s degree in biology with a minor in 
chemistry. She is pursuing a master’s degree 
at William and Mary.

2008
Jared Kostelnick (sports medicine and 
rehabilitation sciences) of Scranton is a senior 
manager at FedEx.

2009
Justin Franklin (culinary arts) of Washing-
ton, NJ is the executive sous chef at White 
Birch Restaurant in Flanders, NJ. He writes, 
“The skills and foundation that I received at 
Northampton have shaped me into the chef I 
am today.”

Amy (Pritchard) Klotz (business manage-
ment) of Allentown is an academic finance 
and resources analyst at Lafayette College.

2010
Mary McGinley (education) formerly of 
Pocono Summit is currently teaching in a 
small country school in Ireland and is running 
a regional EBD Unit within the school. She 
is refreshing her Gaelic (Irish language) and 
hopes to pass the Irish language require-
ment to teach mainstream elementary school 
in Ireland. Mary formerly worked as both a 
daily and a long-term substitute teacher in the 
Pocono Mountain School District from 2013 
to 2017. She received her bachelor’s degree 
from East Stroudsburg University.

2012
LaToya Brown Nesbitt (registered nursing) 
of Telford is a critical care registered nurse at 
Einstein Healthcare Network in Philadelphia.

2013
Codi Januszkiewicz (interior design) of 
Bethlehem has accepted a position as a 
project designer with MKSD Architects in 
Allentown.

2014
Tracy Yatsko (communication studies) of Beth-
lehem is the newest member of the multi-plat-
form journalism team at PBS39. She serves as 
a general assignment reporter and host. Tracy 
debuted this past year on PBS39’s newest show 
“Let’s Go,” which highlights fun and exciting 
things to do in and around the Greater Lehigh 
Valley. She is a graduate of Temple University’s 
broadcast journalism program. 

2015
Frank Alvarado (business administration) 
of Bethlehem is a document management 
specialist at Edwards Business Systems.

Kiel Houser (culinary arts) of Nazareth is 
the director of operations at FoodWorkz in 
downtown Easton, which welcomes budding 
restaurant chefs every few weeks.  Kiel’s 
Burger House has been featured this past fall 
at FoodWorkz.  His burger creations were 
anything from a Philly Philly (cheese whiz and 
grilled onions) to a pizza burger.

2016
Joseph Pfeifer (criminal justice) of Roseto is 
one of five new police officers sworn in during 
a ceremony in the Allentown City Council 
chambers presided over by Mayor Ray O’Con-
nell and Police Chief Tony Alsleben. Officer 
Pfeifer also received a diploma in firefighting/
EMS from the Career Institute of Technology. 
He is currently attending the Allentown Police 
Academy to become Act 120 certified.

2018
Michelle Getz (health care office coordina-
tor) of Effort is an office coordinator at Spe-
cialized Counseling Associates LLC in Easton.

Alicia Martin (public health) of Nazareth is 
the program coordinator for medical secre-
tary training at NCC. She will also teach in 
the dental clinic. Alicia received an associate 
degree in dental hygiene in 2006 at NCC.

Andrea Moretti (culinary arts) of Easton is 
the executive chef at Pastificio 601 in Palm-
er Township. It is an expresso bar and café 
owned and operated by Phil Noto. Imported 
goods, such as dried canned tomatoes, tuna 
stuffed peppers and pasta, can be purchased. 
Andrea is a native of Rome who ran his own 
artisan pasta operation for 10 years before 
joining his family in the Lehigh Valley.

Joshalin Newton (communication studies) 
of Bethlehem is a student at West Chester 
University majoring in communication studies 
with a minor in media and culture. Joshalin 
writes, “Thanks to Northampton Community 
College, I am on my way to greatness.”

Jared Young (general studies) of Easton 
is a commercial cleaner at Servicemaster by 
Satisfaction.

NCC Alumni  
Classnotes
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Students put their all into every 
single day. That is the true power 
of giving to Northampton – seeing 
students having the resources they 
need to achieve their dreams. And 
you have the power to keep their 
dreams alive.

WAYS TO GIVE
Visit:
https://northampton.edu/alumni- 
and-donors/ways-of-giving

Email:
annualfund@northampton.edu

Call :
610.861.5599

MAKE A GIFT TRANSFORM A
STUDENT’S LIFE

HEROES  |  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 66

the fall of 2016 you can come back,” Totaye said.
He took the time to grieve and support his 

wife and re-enrolled in the program the fol-
lowing year. Until recently, he was working as 
a caregiver in a group home, so his work could 
bring him closer to his future career.

Once in the program, Totaye shined in class. 
His nursing professor Marie Everhart knew 
nothing about his background when he came 
into her class, but he sparked her curiosity. He 
was a sponge for learning and so very thankful 
for the opportunity, she said.

“He was very, very attentive in class and very 
respectful. He wouldn’t speak a lot until he had 
something really relevant to say,” Everhart said. 
“(He intrigued me) not just in the classroom, 
but in the clinical area where we care for pa-
tients. There were so many stories, every patient 
he took care of was just so glowing with him.”

Everhart was shocked to learn at the end of 
the program that he’d encountered racism with 
several of his patients.

“I wish I could’ve helped him more through 
it, but he didn’t need my help,” she said. “I think 
with all the adversity he’s experienced in life, it 
just made him a stronger person.”

Totaye recalled one nursing home patient 
who refused to be cared for by a black man. 

He did not argue with her or raise the issue. He 
asked a classmate to trade patients.

“I am going to take care of people like her 
every single day,” he said.

But one day that patient needed help and 
he was the only one available. She decided she 
wanted his assistance and later apologized for 
her ignorance, he said. They became close and 
he cared for her often during his clinical rota-
tion. Reacting in anger would’ve only reinforced 
her negative stereotypes about black people, he 
said.

“My not reacting was so heavy she had to 
come and tell me, I’m sorry,” Totaye said.

It was remarkable that some of the patients 
who initially took issue with his color became 
his loudest fans, Everhart said.

“Where someone else might have taken 

offense, he just took the bigger 
road and he always did,” she 
said. “He was a great advocate 
for his patients.”

Everhart is grateful to have 
had Totaye in her classroom. He takes a pure 
joy in learning and is so grateful for his free-
dom and opportunity.

“He just touched my heart, watching him, 
knowing what he came from and what he’s de-
veloped himself into and always taking the high 
road, never being a victim, saying, ‘Why did this 
happen to me?’” Everhart said. “A lot of us can 
learn from that.” 

By Sara Satullo, special from lehighvalleylive.com 

A refugee is not really free. 
The only advantage of being a 
refugee is you aren’t running 
every day from a gun.
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While in Rome, Ruiz and other students had an opportunity to get 
close to Pope Francis during a visit to St. Peter’s Square. In Greece, he 
visited Athens and Corinth, where St. Paul is believed to have walked and 
preached. Ruiz also visited the Lyceum, where Aristotle had taught and 
written.

“Those are experiences that I will never forget,” Ruiz said. “The history 
that I experienced there was incredible.”

Teaching also is part of pastoring, something that Ruiz continues to do 
on a part-time basis. “I’ve always mixed the pastoral trade with the teach-
ing,” he said. “Even when I was a bus driver I was a teacher. I was always 
teaching something.”

Ruiz also tutors at Easton Area Academy and Easton Area High School, 
and serves as a Spanish tutor in the Learning Center at NCC. He hopes 
that his decision to enroll as a student at NCC will set a good example for 
his children and grandchildren.

“I want them to see that education is important, and that it’s never too 
late to start an education,” he said. “I want to be an inspiration for them.”

One thing of which he is certain is that his recent travels to Europe will 
enhance his abilities as a teacher.

“One day I’ll be in front of a classroom, teaching the history of Greece,” 
Ruiz said. “And, I’ll be able to say that I saw with my own eyes, heard with 
my own ears and touched with my own hands the history of Greece.” 

Ruiz, a secondary edu-
cation major, expects to 
graduate from NCC in Au-
gust and then continue his 
education at Moravian Col-
lege en route to becoming 
a history teacher at one of 
the local high schools.
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a skilled trade like welding or machining, people 
can gain certification or knowledge to make them 
qualified to enter a new field or upskill themselves 
for a promotion. Many local employers are looking 
at upskilling people to retain their top talent.

“People have so many different reasons for en-
tering NCC’s programs,” Loeffler says. “Sometimes 
a person will lose a job or need a change, they’re 
not making enough money or they’re burned out at 
their current workplace.”

Machining offers stable employment and Loeffler 
refers to a Lehigh Valley Economic Development 
Corporation report that forecasts that during 
the next five years, the replacement demand for 
manufacturing employees, including machinists, is 
expected to grow to 12,000 positions in the Lehigh 
Valley. “There is great demand and opportunity for 
skilled workers in these fields,” she said. “In fact, 
the annual mean wage for machinists is over $20 
an hour and there is often a great opportunity for 
overtime pay.”

NCC partners with PA CareerLink and Lehigh 
Carbon Community College for the 300 hours of 
classroom time students are required to complete 
for the precision machining program. Machine 
shops are located at the Lehigh Career Technical 
Institute adjacent to the LCCC campus and the Ca-

reer Institute of Technology in Forks Township. The 
training is offered free of charge thanks to a Stra-
tegic Innovation Fund grant provided by Workforce 
Board Lehigh Valley and the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Labor and Industry to those who qualify.

Marsha Stiles, NCC’s precision machining 
program manager, says that the academic and 
skills part of the program includes “learning how 
to operate machinery, blueprint readings, applied 
math and safety in the shop.” Students also learn 
employability skills such as workplace etiquette, 
team building, resume writing and professional 
communication. Initially working on manual ma-
chines, students learn basic skills and then move 
on to become familiar with the CNC (Computerized 
Numerical Control) machine and its operation. 

For Olu Stewart, his training in precision machin-
ing means the chance at a position that no longer 
requires working outside in every type of weather. 
And while there are physical aspects to machining, 
it is not as grueling as his previous position in air 
transportation.  “I knew I couldn’t do it for another 
20 years,” he says, in anticipation of gaining a ma-
chining position with a local company. He is also 
particularly looking forward to a shorter commute 
and spending more time with his wife and children 
in the friendly Lehigh Valley he now calls home. 

UPSKILLING  |  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47

Stewart in action in the machining lab at NCC.
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SOLDIER’S STORY  |  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37

Lambeau Field at halftime of the Green Bay Packers 
game. “Luke got a chance to go on the field and he 
scored a touchdown and did the Lambeau Leap, 
which was amazing,” his proud father says. 

FEEDING THE GOOD
When Pedigree put out a call for a disabled vet-

eran to star in a commercial, Dan got the part. His 
costar was Maggie, a shelter dog.  

“After filming the first Feed the Good commercial 
with Pedigree and meeting Maggie, I knew I needed 
to bring her home with me. She had been through 
a rough time already, as had I, and I felt bringing 
her into our family would not only help her, but 
would continue my journey to healing.”

Maggie joined Wally, a service dog given to Dan 
through America’s VetDogs in 2008. The Laskos 
welcomed their second canine family member with 
open arms. Due to her age and illness, Maggie’s 
time with them was short, but her passing left a 
desire to help other dogs. Two other rescue dogs are 
now part of the family,.

The commercial led to yet another opportunity, 
an almost 5-minute mini-documentary on Dan and 
Wally, who helps ease Dan’s physical disability and 

anxiety. 
In addition, Dan worked with Northwell Health 

to help develop the first 3D-printed, amphibious, 
prosthetic leg that amputees can wear on land and 
in the water.

Jessica is not at all surprised that Dan is in high 
demand for his ability to inspire and motivate 
others.

“Dan makes it look easy and he’s a good guy,” she 
says. “He’s a good role model for a lot of people, but 
he’ll never complain, he’ll never show the negative 
side of things. At the end of the day, yeah, he has 
a disability and things he suffers through. But he 
makes sure he always puts up the best front and 
people get the best of him.”

Whatever the future holds, Dan says doing what 
he can to help others overcome obstacles in their 
lives needs to be an integral part of it. That’s the 
legacy he wants to pass on to his children.

When they get older, Dan says, he wants Lucas 
and Benjamin to know “that I didn’t feel sorry for 
myself for what happened to me in my life and I 
went out and did some really cool things. I want 
my kids to see that. I want them to see their dad’s 
pretty badass.” 

Driveway hoops is a 
very competitive sport 
at the Lasko’s residence!
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E
verything in Catherine Onofrey’s life was stable. Her 
job in a nursing home laundry facility wasn’t her 
dream job, but it was making ends meet. 

She had unconditional love from her fiancé and 
his two children. Life was good.  

Then, one day everything blew up.
“I thought it was just a hernia, but I was experiencing nausea 

and weight gain. I didn’t understand what was going on,” said 
Onofrey, who recently earned her medical secretary certificate at 
NCC’s Monroe campus.  

Things came to a head in March of 2018 and she found herself 
in the ER at Lehigh Valley Hospital – Pocono. A CAT scan revealed 
her left ovary had expanded to the size of a cantaloupe. Suspect-
ing it was cancer, doctors wanted to operate immediately. 

Onofrey was in shock. 
Insurance problems caused delays and the surgery to remove 

her ovary was pushed back a month to April. By that time, it had 
grown to the size of a watermelon and weighed 26 pounds, with 
two gallons of fluid in it. 

When lab testing on the fluid came back, the news she dread-
ed was confirmed; she had stage 1 cancer. 

To make matters worse, during the surgery, a complication 
arose. Some of the fluid from her ovary leaked into her abdomen, 
increasing risk that the cancer could spread. She was immediate-

ly put on three different chemotherapy drugs for several months. 
During this time, she wondered, terrified, if the cancer had 

moved into other parts of her body. 
“I’m going to be 40 in two years,” Onofrey thought, “and I want 

to do something with my life, with my future.” Indeed, the can-
cer was about to change the trajectory of her life, but not in the 
way expected. 

Living in East Stroudsburg and motivated by her circumstanc-
es, she found the Medical Secretary Certificate Program at NCC’s 
Monroe Campus through her local Careerlink office.  

Onofrey finished chemotherapy in July 2018, was found to be cancer 
free in August, and began classes in September, wasting no time.

The strong-willed Onofrey graduated from the program last 

November and quickly landed a job in Arden Courts Senior 
Living Facility in Easton as an administrative assistant. She went 
into the medical field because of the job opportunities and her 
love of customer service and helping people. “As hard as it is 
because of the pain and sickness I have had in my life, you need 
to keep busy and put other people first.” 

She credits her fiancé and his two teenage boys, who have 
been there for her throughout her medical trials, for giving her 
the incentive to go to college. “My family is number one in my 
life. I want to support them by starting a better career.” 

Throughout it all, Onofrey says she felt support at NCC in and 
out of the classroom. “Instructors Alicia Martin, Dana Nicholson, 
Liz Shaffer and Kevin Molnar would talk to me and help me 
focus on the long run. They’d say, ‘don’t let this break you.’”  And 
her classmates were right there to help keep her focused and lift 
her up when she needed it. 

“We were more like a family because we were able to relate to 
each other, and we had compassion for one another. That’s what 
makes us suited for the field we were going into. You need that 
empathy.” 

Survivor’s              story Conquering  
cancer to deliver  
compassionate care.

As hard as it is because of the pain and 
sickness I have had in my life, you need  
to keep busy and put other people first.

Catherine Onofrey graduated last November from the Medical 
Secretary Certificate Program at NCC’s Monroe Campus and 
quickly landed a job in Arden Courts Senior Living Facility in 

Easton. She went into the medical field because of her love  
for customer service and helping people.

By MIA ROSSI
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THRIVING  |  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 50

when I was awake, I was in pain.”
In desperation, Yatsko tried to find a community for those 

who suffered from brain injuries like hers. In her research, 
she found the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). She sent 
the CDC an email about her story and requested there be 
more information online to help people like her. 

That was what began her healing journey, not only for 
herself, but for others. 

Moved by her story, the CDC asked Tracy to film a public 
service announcement on concussion awareness. That 
triggered a wave of public speaking requests and the 
opportunity to work with the Brain Injury Association of 
Pennsylvania to develop a piece of legislation. The Safety 
in Youth Sports Act was the result, helping to ensure prop-
er care is taken when an athlete is injured during play. It 
passed Nov. 1, 2011. 

“People were shocked that I could be so sick from a con-
cussion. It’s more than being physically ‘taxed.’ It’s mental 
and emotional in some situations.”

In 2013, Yatsko’s life would once again completely change. 
Yatkso met a Rhode Island-based neurological chiro-

practor at a brain injury conference where she presented. 
After hearing her speak, Dr. Victor Pedro wanted to help. He 
examined her and said he could help her in less than two 
months, with treatments twice a day, five days a week. It 
was called Cortical Integrative Therapy, a type of rehabilita-
tion to stimulate the part of her brain that wasn’t working 
properly. There would be no pills, no shots and no surgeries. 

Eight years of suffering. Now, it would only take two 

months to restore her life.
Low and behold, Pedro’s therapy worked and Yatsko 

began the journey back to her new self. As part of that, with 
encouragement from friends and family, she decided to take 
classes at NCC in the communication studies program. 

It didn’t come without challenges. She experienced post 
traumatic stress disorder during her time at NCC. “I was 
not able to study intently in such a long time, that when I 
attempted to, it was disastrous. I had a lot of anxiety.” 

But her professors were kind and understanding, giving 
her the time and space needed to complete academic work. 
“I had a lot of epiphanies at NCC,” Yatsko said. “One day, 
I walked to my car crying because I realized I was able to 
study in the library for hours — the first time in so long. I 
also ran for the first time in nine years at the NCC gym. I 
experienced a lot of healthy firsts here.”

After graduating from NCC with a degree in communica-
tion studies, Yatsko headed to Temple University in Phila-
delphia where she earned a degree in broadcast journalism 
and was a speaker at her own graduation. “I was able to 
spread a message of hope for those in my graduating class,” 
she said.

Not long after, she began a career with PBS39 in Bethle-
hem. Now a successful talk show host and television pro-
ducer, she says she allows herself to be vulnerable when 
talking about her struggles. “I love that I can get involved 
in the community, share my story and be a role model,” 
Yatsko said.  “If I can find the power to heal, I can offer 
others that power.” 
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the need to understand how to embed the work of inclusion at all levels of our institution. 
Leveraging our efforts at NCC allows us as educators to better prepare our students to 
succeed in an even more global society. 

Inclusive excellence is the right thing for our campus because it is our responsibility to 
support all of our students, regardless of what background or experiences they may or may 
not have. Continuing to improve our commitment to inclusion will position us in unique 
ways that can serve as a model for other institutions as well.  

Inclusion work is unchartered territory, and together we need to continue to build upon 
a college experience that prepares our students for success in and out of the classroom. 
Inclusion is the heartbeat that will mobilize our Spartan community for unparalleled suc-
cess for years to come. 

INCLUSION  |  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

radio evolved from a solitary activity for early operators, to family gatherings every evening 
for broadcasts, and eventually back to solitary listening under bed covers and through 
earbuds.

Visitors can even lounge in a ’50s-style living room and listen to “The War of the Worlds” 
and other vintage radio broadcasts, channeled into an old console through a computer 
program prepared by NCC student Eric Gorski.

Acerra’s involvement didn’t end with her father’s collection. Her outreach has included 
helping pupils at the Bethlehem Area School District’s William Penn Elementary School to 
act out their own live radio broadcast, complete with third grade actors and sound effects 
engineers, working from a script written by Acerra’s History of Broadcasting students. 

So even though she says her father was disappointed she never obtained her own oper-
ating license, she adds, “He was OK with my just valuing his hobby.”

“Don’t Touch That Dial” is the perfect tribute to him and all the other men and women 
who have been entranced by the magic of radio. 

WAVELENGTH  |  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27
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Donor profiles 
Bruce Palmer ‘77 and wife Judith

By  
KATHERINE  
NOLL

“I’m a firm believer in the Rotary motto 
of service above self. While it’s important 
to support your cause financially, it’s also 
important to devote your time,” says Bruce 
Palmer ’77. 

They are words the certified public 
accountant and shareholder/director 
of Buckno Lisicky & Company has been 
putting into action since he was an ac-
counting student at NCC. His aptitude for 
math and work ethic prompted Professor 
Dan Bayak to encourage the young Palmer 
to continue his education at Kutztown 
University, where they were just beginning 
a new accounting major. After graduation, 
he started working immediately in his 
chosen field.

Yet giving back was also a priority, and 
Palmer has been connected to Northamp-
ton ever since. He is an emeritus member 
of NCC’s Alumni Board and currently 
serves on the Trustee and Foundation 
boards. In addition, he’s been active in 
numerous civic organizations, including as 
past treasurer of the Greater Lehigh Valley 
Chamber of Commerce, which gave him 
its Volunteer of the Year award during its 

last annual meeting.
The dedication, wisdom and tireless 

energy he devotes to NCC is prompted by 
his belief in the college’s mission. “NCC 
has a track record of doing great things 
for students, which in turn benefits local 
employers,” says Palmer. “The college is 
part of the community infrastructure, 
and employers depend on the college as a 
source of skilled, dedicated employees.”

He also credits NCC with helping him 
get started on his career path. “I’m very 
happy to be a part of making sure it can 
happen for the next generation of stu-
dents.”

Palmer and his wife, Judith, have two 
daughters, Amanda and Sara. The busy 
couple find time to attend many NCC 
events, and are familiar faces to all.

“Bruce is the kind of steadfast friend 
everyone wishes they had,” NCC President 
Mark Erickson said while thanking Palmer 
for his service as chairman of the NCC 
Foundation for five years.

Northampton doesn’t have to wish. 
Palmer is counted among the college’s 
very best friends.

Bruce Palmer ‘77, left, 
shares NCC memories 
with students Casey 
Raboci and David Mar-
tinez Saenz, far right, 
with his wife Judith, 
second from right. 

Service above self
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Dan Lasko ’08 remembers two loud 
explosions, and the ringing in his 
ears. He recalls the dark cloud of 
smoke that engulfed the vehicle. 
The rest changed his life, forever.

A
SOLDIER’S 
STORY


